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This is a rodent. It roes hut never gets anywhere. It will never know the joy of darting through woods and meadows 
while last-moving clouds race across a blue sky. It will live its entire life in a box. It doesn't have a choice. 
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Great Expectations O 

THE COVER 
Wayne Newton. Make Meyers and 

Dana Camy photographed 

for SPY by Neil Selkirk. More 

information on page 61. 

Naked City 

► Michael Jackson unnerves his publicist but nets a date 
with Brooke Shields, the B oss mumbles, and che president cracks wise. Bill Clinton Y 
shuts up (and insults readers of satirical monthlies); Joe Biden doesn’t. Our Grand h 
Tetons—wipe that smirk of your face, mister—prank. Oreo-eating Nobeliscs. And our 
nominees for the hot new nineties bands .. 

Features 
The New Dark Ages 

► Herbal medicines* hairy men beating on drums, a 
deadly plague, the wealthy ensconced in protected principalities. JOHN BRODIE wel¬ 

comes you to Feudal America _________ 

The Most Fabulous Article Ever on Wayne Newton-for Some Very Special Readers *"* 

► You may think he’s a joke, but with his pinkie rings, art collection (Matisse, 
Renoir, Skelton) and around $10 million last year, Wayne Newton, superstar— no, 
megastar—stands for all that is swank. Our Vegas-bureau chief, LlSA BiRNBACH, spent 
weeks directly downwind of his musk................_ ....... ^ 

Inside Washington's Propaganda Shops 

► Okay, maybe you are a murderous autocrat 
who savages his own people—but that doesn't mean you don't want officials in Wash¬ 

ington to like you. You need a lobbyist. Art Levine introduces some of the most 

venal, unprincipled mouthpieces working today. Bonus SPY Prank: We re neo- 
Nazis, and we have a PR problem .,„,*„****„,.... © 

Wiseguy: The Sequel 

► When we last saw real-life GmdFellas hero Henry 

Hill* it was the first day of the rest of his life. Since then, Mary Dillard re¬ 
ports, its been Hollywood or bust ... ........... 

Columns 
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► In The Webs, Laureen HOBBS charts the decline of Holly 
Hunter's CBS role model; CELIA Brady explains why in The 

Industry, a boy s best friend is still his dad; FRED GOODMAN 
examines the fine old tradition of appropriating credit for 
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► HUMPHREY Greddon on the Mailer-Beatty slurpfest in Review of 
Reviewers; John Connolly's Investigation of a Dr. Feelgood; Roy 

Blount Jr. is Live White Male. . ^ 

Oval Office Diary 

► GHWB contemplates the Bush Presidential Lodge. George 
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activity for rest or relaxation, 
smooth taste and low tar enjoyment 
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SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING: Cigarette 
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide. 
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Contributors 

Mary Billard, who in 

this issue documents 

the post-GoodFellas 

life of Henry Hill, can 

pass as an expert on 

organized crime: She 

has written twice about the Italian 

Mafia and once about Chinese tongs, 

WI feel like A1 Pacino," she says, 

14They keep pulling me back in. ’ Bil- 

lard’s work has appeared in Rolling 

Stone, GQ and The American Lawyer. a Upon being assigned 

to inrerview Wayne 

Newton for this issue, 

LlSA Birnbach says, she 

' began coughing un¬ 

controllably, and one 

of my gums began to bleed. It was a 

sign." In more composed moments, 

Birnbach has co^executive-produced 

the recent ABC pilot Zero Hour and 

written The Official Preppy Handbook 

and Lisa Bimback’s College Books. 

Neil Selkirk, whose 

pictures of Wayne 

Newton accompany 

Birnbach’s profile, has 

been a contributing 

photographer to spy 

since its inception; this is his 

eleventh cover. He most fondly re¬ 

calls the May 1988 cover shoot, in 

which Carol Alt posed with live 

rats—professionally accredited show 

biz rats, "I stationed my children at 

opposite sides of the studio,” he says, 

' so they could scoop the rats up and 

toss them back into the shot.” 

Contributor Art Le¬ 

vine professes aston¬ 

ishment at the un- 

sawiness occasionally 

displayed by the bad- 

boy Capitol Hill lob¬ 

byists he writes about this month” 

one of them mistakenly sent private 

papers ro Levine along with a stack 

of public-relations materials. Levine, 

who is based in Washington, has 

written for VS, News & World Report, 

The Washington Post and The New 

Republic♦ 5 
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HAPPY NEW YEAR, INDEED! GEORGE BUSH’S 

POPULARITY IS EVAPORATING ALL AT ONCE. 

JOHN SUNUNU* LIVING PROOF THAT UGLINESS 

isn’t just skin-deep, has been soundly crushed. 

And Americas most exciting young Republican, 

David Duke, is running for president, Duke, Pat 

Buchanan, Quayle, Jerry Brown and Sonny Bono, 

all out on the hustings simultaneously. Has a 

campaign year ever looked to be so entertain¬ 

ing? ^ Sununu“who, predeparture, told a Wash- , J 

ington Post reporter on the White House lawn, w\ 

"Everything you write is a he”—should look into pm 

joining up with Skadden, Arps, the big New 

York law firm. "We pride ourselves on being ass- gU 

holes,’1 a female Skadden partner and former ■ 
federal judge said recently. “Its part of the 

firm culture.’ This may have been Sununus problem in Wash- 

ington: The last White House in which being an asshole was 

part of the culture was Nixon's; Ronald Reagan was delusion¬ 

al, but he was never mean; and while Bush can be an asshole, 

he’s not proud of it; Thus, Reagan was beloved by his citizens 

despite the spectacular public boners, while 

Bush has never been beloved, and his robot- 

on-the-fritz public performances have no 

dotty-avuncular charm. It turned out that 

when Bush appeared recently at a conven¬ 

tion in Anaheim, the audience's questions 

and the president s answers were scripted— 

and somebody had messed up the darned 

script. "These questions!” the president 
shouted afterward. “WeVe got to get this 

sorted nut here! Something's going awry here. ” 
Meanwhile, a few blocks away at Disney- * 

land, the animatronic Abe Lincoln was Qper- J 

ating normally*^ Un ** 

fortunately, the Con 

stitution has not been 

amended in light of animatronic tech¬ 

nology, and so Dan Quayle is still first 

in line to succeed Bush as president, 
followed by 16 other people. But what 

if everybody from Quayle through 

material 



Great Expectations 
the secretary of Veterans Affairs died 

at once? Under the provisions of a 

secret, extraconstitutional plan put 

into effect in 1982, lots of private 

citizens — including Jeane Kirk¬ 

patrick, who prides herself on being 

an assholc^are designated presiden¬ 

tial successors. Not just Seven Days in 

Afay-ishly outrageous but expensive 

to boot; The plan has cost $8 billion 

so far, mainly for special post-nucle¬ 

ar-war communications gear. Of 

course, the special gadgetry doesn't 

work. And, of course, Oliver North 

helped set up the program. 

Maybe Ted Turner should become 

President Cuomos Oliver North. 

According to Defense Secretary Dick 

Cheney; "Its gotten increasingly 

difficult to sort out what we know 

from intelligence and what we know 

from CNN/’ The U.S, intelligence 

budget is $30 billion a year; CNNs 

annua! budget is $337 million, and 

for char price you get Larry Ki 

and Sanya Lite too. In addition, 

CNN is still a pretty gung ho place; 

ar the CIA the chief spokesman has 

been reduced to publicly insisting, 

"Morale doesn't stink." 

Morale stinks everywhere else, 

and alas, the Bush campaign s chair¬ 

man, Bob M os bac her “country- 

clubby and one of Bush's best bud¬ 

dies—is now sensing this, When it 

wpas suggested to him that the Bush 

inner circle includes nobody wirh 

any sense of how the groundlings 

live, Mosbacher agreed. "We’ve got 

to have somebody like that, ' he 

replied, "It isn’t w*-, I admit/' 

Bush s problem, of course, is his 

most-things-to-most-peoplc lite- 

ness; he’s like one of the lab-con¬ 

cocted, less-bad-for-you new foods 

that folks eat but never crave — A 

Touch of Racism, I Can’t Believe 

He s Not Pro-Choice. Now, with 

old-fashioned right-wingers run¬ 

ning for the Republican nomi¬ 

nation ^Pat Buchanan is heavy 

cream, David Duke some kind of 

sugary Lard—voters will have the 

option of gorging on the real thing. 

And both men pride themselves 

on being assholes. 

Duke has shown, among other 

things, that dramatic inconsistency 

can work for you. So has Julia Rob¬ 

erts: When an interviewer asked 

about reports of her unsteadiness, 

she said, T don’t—nor have I ever 

done drugs,’ Then, a few minutes 

later, she talked about what fun 

she’d had inhaling nitrous oxide—a 

pretty nice drug, but still a drag¬ 

on rhe set of Hook, “We had fun,” 

Roberts said. "It gives you a buzz 

or a rush or something/ 

Alan Simpson, the Republican 

senator who called Anita Hill a 

crazy, good-for-nothing dyke dur¬ 

ing the Clarence Thomas hearings, 

performed his own sudden flip- 

flop—indeed, Simpson has been al¬ 

most dizzily apologetic, sounding 

as if he had been sharing rhe ni¬ 

trous tank with Julia; "I do not 

blame the media for anyrhing, 

nothing/’ However, the media, as 

embodied in NRR's Nina Toten- 

berg, were their usual unforgiving 

selves. " Yau big asshofe, she 



screamed at him one day after they 

appeared together on TV, 'Fuck you, 

You are so full of shit. You are an 

evil old man,” 

A year ago we were told that 

King Hussein ot Jordan was an evil 

old man, but it turns out that Jor¬ 

dan's punishment 

tor supporting the 

most awful ag~ 

gressor since 

Hitler has been 

gentle: 555 million 

in aid merely held up 

lor a f e w months* 

Washington says the 

U.5, eased up because 

the Jordanians are 

being cooperative in 

the Middle Hast peace 

process. Cooperative, 

maybe, but not exactly lovittg. "You 

come back again and again to the 

question of kissing Mr, Shamir," the 

Jordanian foreign minister snapped. 

"Why should 1 kiss him, for God's 

sake?" Well, what lovelier way to 

demonstrate that you recognize the 

state of Israel s right to exist within 

secure borders? 

Another unloving international 

incident occurred in Tokyo, where 

Japanese Disneyland staged a dance 

show in which Filipinos were played 

by monkeys. Its an insult,' said a 

Filipino offi¬ 

cial. "We don’t 

want to be de¬ 

picted as mon¬ 

keys, Yet our civi¬ 

lizing mission in 

the Orient contin¬ 

ues apace: The Su¬ 

per mod el of the 

Year contest has 

jus i been ex¬ 

tended into 

China, thanks 

® to tile fashion- 

model impresario Eileen Ford, who 

oversaw the event. "They have a 

terrific work ethic,” she said of the 

aspiring Chinese supermodels. This 

could start a whole new Si no-Ameri¬ 

can consulting industry; just for 

starters, they'll need to find Chinese 

-*■ 

Mickey Rourkes and Axl Roses — 

cool, dirty guys who pride them¬ 

selves on being assholes—to date the 

new supermodels. 

At least the Chinese seem grate¬ 

ful for our pop culture. Nor the 

British: In London the TV authori¬ 

ties banned two ads for Simpsons 

videos, including one that featured 

Homer belching. Don't they know 

U,S. TV broadcasts can work neuro- 

biological wonders? First there was 

the woman in whom Mary Hart's 

voice on Entertainment tonight pro¬ 

voked seizures; now a woman in 

Overland Park, Kansas, has awak¬ 

ened from a coma while the TV in 

her hospital room played the theme 

song to the sitcom Growing Pains, 

Just the thought of it,’ one of the 

show's producers says, "gave us 

goose bumps." Is it callow of us to 

lampoon the idea of such a miracle? 

Too easy, too reflexive? Well, that's 

part of our firm culture; when it 

comes to the curative powers of 

Alan Thicke and Kirk Cameron, we 

pride ourselves on being assholes. Jj) 
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From the SPY Mailroom 

When all is said and done, is 
reading a magazine worth the effort 
it entails? David Lamb of San 

Francisco tried to read a recent issue 
of spy in a sauna and was "shocked to 
find the binding glue melting anti the 
pages sifting through" his fingers. 
Diego Hay of Gainesville ordered 
some magazines from the Publishers 
Clearing House Sweepstakes and is 
now oppressed by Hugh Downs. And 

Michael Levosky of Woburn, 
Massachusetts, has written to tell us 

about a problem he has been having 
with Smithsonian magazine. Levosky 
enclosed a copy of a letter he wrote 

to Smithsonian regarding its "failure 
to place small typographical marks, 
common in the publishing industry, at 
the end of articles, to indicate the 
end of the article*" Now, we 
mailroom folk never mean to be 
pedantic. However, we feel it is our 
duty to inform Mr. Levosky that the 
"typographical marks" He refers to 
have the lyrical name end slugs. End 

slugs are to be distinguished from 
those paragraph-breaking dingbats; 
dingbats are to be distinguished from 

Jean Stapleton. Second, Mr. Levosky, 
we too are uncomfortable with 
editorially cagey publications—we 
think of the early, minimalist- 

contents-paged New Yorker, whose 
readers were forced to complete a 
preliminary paging-through of a story 
in order to find the byline at its end; 
we think of the current New Yorker, 
whose readers are forced to complete 
a preliminary paging-through of a 
story in order to make sure that it 
actually has an end. However, we 
have persevered, and grown. Indeed, 

these days whenever we read a 
personal letter that does not include 
the instruction "(over)” at the 
bottom of its first page, we no longer 

become irritable about the letter's 

having concluded midsentence. 
One of our rules of thumb is that ► 

Letters to SPY 

suing Heir Tiundei*? 
We are raking this opportunity to 

set the record straight by responding 

to your November 1991 Industry 

column [by Celia Brady}: 

‘[David] Kirkpatrick s career is 

riddled with ironies, one of which is 

that the first producers he dumped 

when he rook over at Paramount last 

fall were [Don] Simpson and Jerry 

Bruckheimer, For the record, we 

went to Paramount and asked for our 

release because we were not happy at 

the studio any longer. Our lawyer, 

Jake Bloom, negotiated our release, 

which gave us the ability to move to 

Walt Disney Studios. Paramount 

tried to rehire us recently to produce 

Beverly Hills Cop III, but we decided 

to pass on the offer. 

'‘A large number ol [Frank] Man- 

cusos enormously expensive pictures, 

including. , .Days of Thunder.. .had 

bombed." This is totally false. To 

date, the worldwide grosses of Days 

of Thunder are over $230 million. 
Don Simpson and 

J erry B ruckhei met 

Burbank. California 

Celia Brady replies, ‘Well, we wont 

quibble about grosses, but Thunder was 

certainly not profitable, due in part to the 

huge producers' fees paid to you—which 
profligacy uas in turn a reason for your 

banishment from Paramount. (By the 

way, guys, your new offices at Disney—a 

bit too eighties, don't you think?)" 

Reactive ms want to mow 
in “Profits of Doom" [September], 

Deirdre Fanning blithely sneers at an 

entire religion, even presenting snip¬ 

pets that only highlight her gleeful 

incomprehension. The odd falsehood 

included makes the effect all the 

more complete. People who read 

books—fiction and nonfiction—by L 

Ron Hubbard keep buying them. 

Those who have experienced Scien¬ 

tology for themselves say it increases 

respect for self and for others, and 

leads to greater understanding and 

happiness. Fanning could certainly 

use a bit more of each. 

Rev. John Carmichael 

Church of Scientology of 

New York 

Deirdre Fanning replies, ‘’Since Tm 

already relatively happy, Tm probably 

not a good candidate for Scientology. As 

for the rest of Rev. Carmichael's letter. 

hefs right; / don t understand. " 

PC OP Hdl PC? 
Congratulations on being one of the 

few media sources that does not turn 

its cheek when it comes to David 

Duke [' Conduct Unbecoming a 

Racist, by Andrea Rider, Septem¬ 

ber]. Also, it was nice to see meat 

eating questioned in something other 

than the Vegetarian Times [Eating, by 

Ann Hodgman, October]. However, 

I thought SPY would have realized 

that the concept of “politically cor¬ 

rect tyranny1' [The SPY 100, Octo¬ 

ber] is largely an invention of the 

right that is being pursued with in¬ 

creased fervor now that they can t use 

Communism as a scapegoat anymore. 

The only examples of “PC tyranny ' I 

have experienced on any campus are a 

bigot or two being told that maybe 

its not so cool to call black people 

niggers. If that's McCarthy] sm, I'm 

Phyllis Schlafiy, 

Donna Nicolim 

Santa Cruz, California 

1 have read a couple of issues of SPY, 

and I have come to the conclusion 

that it is blatantly anti-Catholic. For 

example, John Lombardi writes that 

John Lilly's ideas are as “nutty as... 

the Catholic mvth of transubstantia- 
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fat* untidily scaled and Scotch-taped 
business-size envelopes requiring 
$1.29 in postage seldom contain good 
news and are best Jett unopened. 

Unfortunately* we broke that rule 
when a letter fitting that description 
arrived from Forest Hills* Queens. It 

began* "Dear Sir; (1) 1 have enclosed: 
(a) Summary Memo, which includes, & 
pages of text and 8 pages of exhibits. 
The Summary Memo is distilled from a 
65 page document* consisting of 21 
pages of text...sent to Pres. Bush, on* 
June 3,1991. It was responded to 
with a pack of lies* dated, July 12* 
1991,...” We think you all know what 
this is about. That's correct:11 COST- 

COMPETITIVE SYNTHETIC 
GASOLINE FROM COAL, SOON,” 

Another envelope* 58 cents' 

postage, postmarked Cincinnati. 
Small* spidery hand. Yes* we bad to 
look: “Enclosed is literature showing 
possible nonpolluting replacements 
for fossil and nuclear fuels....” Have 
we forgotten something? Did we 
request this stuff? Coal gasification* 
replacements for fossil and nuclear 

fuels—does this have anything to do 
with our December feature on zany 
physicists* “Put a Zokwendle in Your 
Tank*” or with the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers's inability 
to contact putative spy editor Mel 
Mandell (see this space* November)? 

We are awhirl in science and mystery. 

Further proof of Walter 
Monheitfs far-reaching influence as a 
critic: Joel Siegel of Good Morning 
America said, “Fisher King may make 
Robin Williams the Oscar king.” 
[Thanks to John Mainelli of 
Manhattan for noticing it.) And here 

(courtesy of Chris Mickle) is a local 
Albany columnist named David Allan 
on a production of Booth Is Back: 
“Frank Langella as Junius Booth is 

giving such a bravura performance 

that the word should be spelled 
‘bravuRAH/ When this play gets to 
Broadway, and I think it will, Langella 
can change his first name to Tony1!” 
If you don’t believe us* stop by and 
we'll show you the clippings, (We 
don’t really mean that; don't stop by.) 

Farrell Young of San Francisco has 
submitted some poetry to Edward ► 
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Cioti7' ["Little Miss Dangerous/' Octo¬ 

ber]* As a Catholic, 1 do not believe 

transubstantiation is either a myth or 

nutty- I guess that according to Lom¬ 

bardi, Lisa Lyon's PCP habit for nine 

years and Robert Mapplethorpe's 

photographs of men with bullwhips 

up their asses are fine but to believe 

in Catholic doctrine is nutty. 

It's obvious that your magazine is 

staffed with a plethora of miserable 

gays who jump at any chance to bash 

Cardinal O'Connor and the Catholic 

church. The gays should look at their 

own promiscuous and amoral behav¬ 

ior for the AIDS problem and stop 

using the Church as the scapegoat. 

Name withheld 

Bronx, New York 

Have you become a tabloid magazine 

that titillates one w ith lines like The 

Jew and the Nazi made a deal" [ The 

Wi Idenstein Family/ by Jonathan 

Napack, October]? You have taken 

the statements of an avowed Nazi 

(Karl Haberstock) and of the not dis¬ 

interested Douglas Cooper, believed 

them fully and then implied that 

Georges Wildenstein, while he was in 

New York, through Roger DeQuoy, 

continued to deal with Nazis. LIpon 

careful reading of the article, howev¬ 

er, nothing justifies any of this. Pic¬ 

ture yourself, if you can, in the shoes 

of any Jewish person trying to flee for 

his life. Wouldn’t you put your col¬ 

lection into the hands of a former em¬ 

ployee rather than relinquish it to 

Haberstock? 

Molly VC Roche 

Silver Spring, Maryland 

Name withheldV spectacular leaps of logic 

do not make him or her an ideal spokes¬ 

person for religious tolerance, As for Ms. 

Roche, we can say only that when the Star 
ami Enquirer start publishing long, ex¬ 

haustive articles about art dealers and 

World War l 1, then you 'll have a point. 

Cooper's report relies on files, letters and 

receipts, not to mention his interrogation of 

Haberstock, and at the time he made his 

report, he had no til will toward the 

Wildensferns* Georges WiIdenstein made 

an extraordinary deal with two old 

friends and partners, one a Nazi, the 

other a Nazi sympathizer If he had acted 

under anything like the compulsion other 

90 Prince Street 
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UJNCHEON 
NOON TO 6PM 
WEEKDAYS 

DINNER 
6PM TO MlDNJGHT 

SUPPER 
6PM TO 2AM 
SUNDAY- THURSDAY 
AND 
6PM TO 3AM 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 

SUNDAY BRUNCH 
NOON TO 3:30PM 

145 WEST BROADWAY 

AT THOMAS STREET 

TRIBECA, NEW YORK 

233-0507 

LUNCH ■ 

NOW 

DELIVERY a 

BRUNCH ■ DINNER 

OPEN SUNDAYS 

TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 

9 EAST 16TH ST, NYC (2 1 2)463-7 1 OI 

Christensen, whom he identifies as 
spy's “Poetry Editor.” Christensen? 
Editor?We sense some kind of 
nascent anti-Mel Mandell putsch. 

U.S. Navy seaman Marc Goebel 
has written to express his enthusiasm 
for spy, “especially the ‘look whose 

nippies we can see’ article” in 

September (Party Poop). He and his 
friend Petty Officer Arnent have a 

livery$matf bet” going on whether 
Raquel Welch is more than 50 years of 
age and wondered if we would settle 
the dispute; we were disinclined, 
because they misspelled her name, but 
hell, never let it he said that we let 
down our boys in uniform—Welch is 
51, More waspish than we about 

misspelling is Timothy L Bowen of 

Athens, Georgia, who writes, in 
reference to Harry Shearer's “America 
Le Beautiful” (October), “The owners 
of Le Booz£ Bar have stumbled upon a 
French expression not the least bit 
appealing. Although spelled 
incorrectly, the pronunciation of booze 
is too similar to the French word bouse 
(pronounced ‘booz’), which translates 
as ‘cow dung.1 The accent suggests 
the French past tense; thus, for a 
literal translation, we have The Cow- 
Dunged Bar. Because bouse is 
feminine, the name should actually be 

La Booze.” Timothy, French cows 
everywhere thank you. 

Michael Levosky: Stop reading.) 

C 0 R RECTIONS 

Due to a printer’s error, several lines 

were omitted from December's “Put a 
Zokwendle in Your Tank,” The full 

paragraph should have read; “‘You 
must remember/ says Dan Davidson, 
who is fearlessly about to publish a 
sequel to Breakthroughs called T-Fiefd 
Energy Research, ‘all these people 
that came up with fantastic free- 
energy devices were killed off or 

disappeared.1 ” And in November’s 
“The Joy of—Screech! Thud— 
Cooking,” Tony Hendra omitted 
acknowledgment of the invaluable 

assistance of David Rosengarfen in 
providing the recipes for groundhog 

and raccoon, and of Josh Wesson for 
the cruelty-free wines that 
accompanied them. ) 
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jews experienced, why would he ham cov¬ 

ered up ibis arrangement when he wrote 

his newspaper articles three years later? 

"Transvestites vs. Transvesmites' [by 

David Yazbek and Ted Dewan, 

November] was hilarious. However, 

shouldn't transvesmites grow up from 

the cave floor while transvestites 

grow down from the ceiling? 

John Tingle 

Jackson f Mississippt 

Very good, Air. Tingle! You're the first 

reader to address the geological inaccuracy 

of the cartoon. We knew our terminology 

was reversed hut left it wrong because— 

well, you read from left to right t and you 

would have been confused if you'd first 

laid eyes on an upside-down drawing or 

the nonsense word transvesmites. right? 

In the short time 1 was able to watch 

the Clarence Thomas heatings, he 

mentioned that part of getting on 

with his life would he going to 

McDonald s, and John Doggett noted 

that the repeated "boom, boom, 

boom1’ of a threatening phone call was 

meant to represent gunfire, not the 

Eveready rabbit. Were these men 

using their opportunity in the nation¬ 

al spotlight to secure endorsement 

deals? Hey. Clarence Thomas! You got 

the job! What are you going to do now? 

J on X, Volquardsen 

Forest Hills, New York 

SUPREME COURT ASSOCIATE JUSTICE 
CLARENCE THOMAS 

LAMER CUR: Jil JUST USE CRASS, PATHETIC 

COME-ONS AT EEOC” 

Ken Ritz and Nicole Shafer 

Portland, Oregon 

“WHO HAS PUT A PUBIC HAIR ON MV 

COKE?” 
BOAR'S HOPE: “I WANT* HUMP YOU, CHICK” 

Dixie McGinty 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Address correspondence to SPY, The SPY 

Building, 5 Union Square Westr New 

York, NY WOO3- Typewritten letters are 

preferred. Please include your daytime 

telephone number: Letters may be edited 

for length or clarity. J 

restaurant 

BJL evued 
496 9th Ave 37 38th 

967-7850 
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The Webs 

Stranger Than Fiction at CBS News 
The movies are not like life. In the film Broad¬ 

cast Newss Holly Hunter plays a driven, shrimpy producer 

who succeeds m becoming head of the fictional network s 

nightly newscast. In real life Susan Zirinsky is the driven, 
shrimpy former producer for The CBS Evening News on whom 
Hunter's character was based—the film's writer and director, 
James Brooks, followed her around for weeks. Unlike the Hunter char¬ 

acter, though, Zirinsky has succeeded in becoming senior producer of 
CBS's coverage of the Winter Olympics in France and of the presi¬ 

dential election. That may sound 

prestigious, but what will a news 

producer do at a sports event, espe¬ 

cially one in which the luge figures 

so prominently? Albertville ’92 is 

unlikely to provide the drama of 

Munich '72. As for the elections 

unit, it does provide a btownnosing 

opportunity with ever-more-power¬ 

ful corporate senior vice president 

Jay Kriegel, but it is known as Si¬ 

beria for producers. Furthermore, all 

the networks are drastically reduc¬ 

ing their coverage of the election 

and the conventions this time 

around. When things go wrong in 

the movies, a journalist heroine re¬ 

sponds with a wisecrack; not so in 

life: When Zirinsky heard about her 

new job, she asked CBS to delay any 

announcement until her spin people 

could get working on the situation. 

Zirinsky is married to Joe Pey¬ 

ton n in, the vice president of the 

CBS News division, and his status is 

uncertain as well Peyronnin, in his 

early forties, is a few years older 

than his wile. He is known around 

CBS for keeping News president 

Eric Obers candy dish full, and that 

duty reflects how important he is to 

the day-to-day running of the net¬ 

work. Speculation about the cou¬ 

ple’s future began in August, before 

Zinnskys job change, when the So¬ 

viet coup caught them on a cycling 

trip in the south of France. Zirinsky, 

an indefatigable newrshound, and 

Peyronnin, an indefatigable appa¬ 

ratchik, both knew where they 

wanted to be. It seems Peyronnin 

phoned Ober and pleaded that 

Zirinsky be sent to Moscow; he 

would fiy home and “cake rhe helm" 

in New York. Ober’s response to 

Peyronnin: “Keep pedaling.' 

Zirinsky was long believed to be 

an integral part of the Evening News, 

and when its newish executive pro¬ 

ducer, Erik Sorenson, 

whose background 

was solely in local 

news, took charge 

last spring, she was 

left in place as an 
able second-in-com¬ 

mand. Since nothirtg 

excites her more than a 

breaking story of in* 

ternational dimen¬ 

sions, Zirinsky was 

supposed to see her 

callow executive pro¬ 

ducer through 

his first few geo- _ 

political crises. 

Sadly for her, rhe 

Evening News cov¬ 

ered the Soviet 

coup without dif¬ 

ficulty while she 

roamed the Midi. 

Having weathered this trial on his 

own, Sorenson lobbied his old friend 

Ober to rid the Evening News of an 

annoying backseat driver. Nor is 

Peyronnin in good stead with Ober, 

who is said to have little respect for 

his VP-Jujubes. Their relationship 

was best summarized by Ober him¬ 

self during a recent visit to the 

A news producer asked CBS not 

to announce her new job until her 

spin people could work on it 

Evening News for a staff birthday. 

When no one was willing to suck 

helium out of the party balloons 

hanging around The Fishbowl, 

Ober indicated he knew one em¬ 

ployee who was not ashamed to talk 

like a Munch kin in front of his boss, 

'bets get Joe, Ober said, "He does 

everything l say," Meanwhile, ultra¬ 

powerful Don Hewitts the executive 

producer of the ultraprofitable 60 

Minutes, ridicules Peyronnin before 

the 60 Minutes staff. Since Peyron¬ 

nin and his wife are seen as a pack¬ 

age, the question is, do they repre¬ 

sent a fine opportunity for Ober to 

make substantial savings in the 

strapped news budget? 

Don’t count Peyronnin and Zi¬ 

rinsky our, though. Peyronnin has 

survived in the same job under two 

very different News-division presi¬ 

dents, and both he and Zirinsky 

worked for years at the Washington 

bureau—known for its vicious 

backbiting 

SR# and in- 

® trigue. In 
fact, when 

he was bu¬ 

reau chief and she 

was a Washing ton-based 

producer for the Evening 

News, they man¬ 

aged to charm 

their colleagues 

with their witty 

His Girl FrHay- 

sty Us newsroom 

banter. During 

one exchange, 

for example, 

Zirinsky apparently believed that 

Peyronnin —then her boss—was 

being a little difficult, and so she 

yelled at him, 'You didn’t fuck me 

at home last night! You don't get to 

fuck me here! He still doesn’t get 

to—screwing people at CBS News is 

the sole province of Eric Ober. 

—Laureen Hobbs 

Erie 
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The Industry 

fathers and Sons—and Grandsons and Dauqhters and Wives and... 

an 

This fall has been a nepotism festival, but Holly- 

woods casual, universal embrace of the practice dates way 

back—to a time when the economy was a shambles, a dithering 
Republican occupied the White House, and people weren’t 

going to the pictures as much as they used to. Back then Lewis 
Selzniek, the retired mogul, would wait up for his grown son 
David (who had married Louis B. Mayers daughter) to return from his job 

as an MGM executive, then lead the Gone With the Wind producer- 

to-be upstairs to his room, where pbre undressed fils and put him to bed. 
As far as I know, MCA president 

Sidney Sheinberg (whose wife, Lor¬ 

raine Gary, was cast in Sid’s picture 

Jaws) doesn’t offer quite the same 

kind of tender loving cate to his son, 

Jonathan. And that may explain why 

the younger Sheinberg* a former 

Orion vice president who is now an 

agent for Triad Artists agency, is al¬ 

most as renowned as his pop for 

being an abrasive loose cannon. His 

former Orion colleagues were deeply 

relieved to see him go. As an ac¬ 

quaintance puts it, ' He's just like 

Sid—only more so." 

On top of that, the hyperkinetic 

but undirected young Jonathan may 

be in a heap of trouble: The Securi¬ 

ties and Exchange Commission is in¬ 

vestigating his possible involvement 

in inside trading with regard to Mat¬ 

sushita s. acquisition of MCA, Those 

who know Jonathan find suggestions 

of a deliberate inside-trading scheme 

implausible: They think his mind is 

too chaotic to execute such a crime. 

On the other hand, the same people 

can imagine Jon, a relentless yakker, 

as an unwitting accomplice to inside 

u&dmg—Heyf My dad says the Japs 

are gonna do it! As the story goes, 

Jonathan did not himself trade MCA 

stock, but may have blabbed to a 

friend about the deal in the making, 

whereupon the friend bought stock. 

Lee Rich, the producer for whom 

Jonathan worked between his stints 

at Orion and Triad, seems to be 

playing both sides of the inside¬ 

trading story. Although he is happy 

to spite Jonathan, whom he loathes. 

and has suggested to some people 

that Jonathan might have acted in¬ 

appropriately concerning the MCA- 

Matsushita deal. Rich has told oth¬ 

ers that Jonathan never said a 

word to him about Mat¬ 

sushita. 

Jon Sheinberg may be a 

putz, but give him credit 

for not (yet) working for his 

dad. At Paramount, mean¬ 

while, studio chief Stan¬ 

ley Jaffe employs 

extremely young vice 

president—25 years 

old, for God s sake!™ 
named Bob..,Jaffe, 

(The elder Jaffe is 

himself a legacy: His fa¬ 

ther was chairman of 

Columbia. And in Jan¬ 

uary, Andrea jaffe, Stan¬ 

ley’s sister, be¬ 

comes head of 

marketing at 

Fox—despite hav¬ 

ing promoted the 
With Jaffe, Mancuso and Goldwyn 

disastrous For the offspring on the payroll, Paramount 
Boys, costarring 

director Mark Ry- 

dell's son, Chris¬ 

topher.) Bob Jaffe is likable enough, 

if you like Dan Quayle: blond, freck¬ 

ly, a bit dim-seeming. 

He does, however, inspire resent¬ 

ment on the Paramount lot. Para¬ 

mount is now practically a moguls5 

day-care center. At least two other 

Hollywood brats—Frank Mancuso 

Jr. (who is sometimes called Frankie 

is almost a moguls’ day-care center 

to differentiate him from Frank Sr.) 

and John ' Son of Sammy1' Gold- 

wyn—are on the payroll, Frank Jr.* 

an independent producer who makes 

films for Paramount, may be a 

greater liability to the studio than 

its development deal with Eddie 

Murphy, For all his efforts to look 

like a successful, Simpson-and- 

Bmckheimer-style producer—the 

snakeskin boots, the black jeans— 

Frankie’s a hopeless character. That 
he and Paramount continue to work 

together is curious, given his fathers 

sacking last March. (It was always 

entertaining to watch Frank Sr 

get apoplectic at the 

suggestion that his son 

had any special Para¬ 

mount entree.) 

Compounding the 

ire of Paramount’s un¬ 

connected and unrelated 

is the story of how Frank 

jr.'s girlfriend, the widely 

despised and mistrust- 

0 ed Deborah Rosen, 

steadily breezed up the 

Paramount hierarchy-- 

she ended up as head of 

publicity—until she was 

fired several months after 

rhe ouster of Frank Sr. 

t i (with whom 
Jon and Sid , 
__ she was also 

said to be quite 

friendly). Ro¬ 

sen and Frank 

Jr, s efforts to 

keep their ro¬ 

mance secret 

sometimes took 

on comic proportions—Paramount 

worker bees were regularly treated 

to the sound of Frankie and Debbie 

screaming at each other in the park¬ 

ing lot. 

Though Frank Mancuso Jr has 

been the most visible of the born- 

ifito-it youngsters at Paramount, 

Goldwyn, who is 33, is about to 
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overtake him* He has just been 

named to succeed both David Kirk¬ 

patrick (see this space, November) 

and Gary Lucchesi and become die 

studio president, a heady responsi¬ 

bility for someone who only recently 

was an executive at Metro, uh, Gold¬ 

wyn- Mayer under* appropriately 

enough, Laddie—that is, Alan Ladd 

Jr.—for whom Gotdwyn also worked 

earlier at the Ladd Co, But maybe 

John Goldwyn made it up the lad- 

der entirely independent of his sur¬ 

name. Goldwyn s secretary recently 

told a colleague of mine, "He’s got 

that legacy, that huge name behind 

him, but 'nepotism* is the last thing you 

cm Id ever say about John." 

Goldwyn is described by some¬ 

one who has known him for years as 

"oily and smarmy, but not much 

worse than anybody else out here/* 

His only executive-production 

credit—Police Academy 2—isn't ex¬ 

actly A-list. Furthermore, John dis¬ 

plays the telltale middle-manager 

habit of relying on jargon to mask 

his incomprehension of what’s 

going on. He is prone to saying 

vague, unarguable negatives such as 

"I don't see where the story arcs 

meet” in story-discussion meeting 

after story-discussion meeting. 

While other studios are as 

guilty of dynastic hiring practices 

as Paramount, at least they’re be¬ 

coming more discreet about it. At 

Columbia, the recent appointment 

of well-liked but slightly ridicu¬ 

lous second-generation Hollywood 

functionary Mark Canton as chair¬ 

man motivated Cantons friend and 

boss Peter Guber to move Canton's 

wTife, producer Wendy Finerman, 

over to the Tri-Star subsidiary from 

Columbia to reduce the appearance 

of nepotism. And Jon Peters's exile 

from Columbia was at least partly 

an anti nepotism measure. The day 

he left, the joke among his relieved 

Columbia colleagues was, "A bad 

day for blondsf'-^an allusion to 

Peters’s habit of hiring his own 

girlfriends, such as former ICM 

agent Darris Hatch. Peters’s hey- 

babi-l'll-make-you-a-star personnel 

strategy reached its pinnacle when 

he hired his son's girlfriend as an 

executive assistant. 

just as the back lots of yore were 

littered with Selznicks and Mayers 

and Laemrules, today’s executives, 

crews, casts and publicists—hell, 

even journalists—are most distin¬ 

guishable by their connectedness. 

And nobody out here looks askance, not 

even for a moment. Think of Ray 

Stark s daughter Wendy covering 

the movies tor Vanity Fair, or think 

of young Mart Snyder at CAA—his 

most important qualification for 

becoming an agent was having 

Paramount Communications's Dick 

Snyder lor a father. Think of Mrs. 

Michael Ovitz’s part in Ghost busters 

II. Think of Jason Gould in The 

Prince of Tides. Think of Rush, the 

imminent directing debut by the 

second Mrs. Richard Zanuck. 

Think, if it's not too painful, of 

Sofia Coppola. Now you know what 

they mean when they say Its a rela¬ 

tionship business. 

See you Monday night at Mor¬ 

tons. And hey, Peter—I’ve got a kid 

who's dying to get into the restau¬ 

rant business. —Celia Brady 

Pier House isn't just a place to stay It's a 

lifestyle. Uninhibited, spirited and as laid-back 

as the famous Conch Republic itself On the 

Gulf in the heart of Old Key West, we offer 

spacious rooms and suites, five restaurants, 

five bars, and an all-new Caribbean Spa with 

complete facilities for pampering and work 

ing out. Pier House. Its an unusual place 

in an unusual place. Call its at 1-800-327-8340. 

1* 
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Music 

I can’t exactly say that I felt sorry for Morris Levy 

when I read Calvin Trillins recent New Yorker piece that de¬ 

tailed the pioneering rock mogul s manipulations of Frankie 
Lymon and the Teenagers. But I am beginning to think that 
Levy was at least straightforward enough in life to deserve a bet¬ 
ter fate than the one being accorded him in death. 

Levy, who controlled several record- and music-publishing companies 

for nearly 40 years until his death in 1990, was the record industry's orig¬ 

inal tough guy. One way he manifested this was through his contempt 

for artists. When I first met him in 

1982, he had just released a remake 

of Timmy Thomas's “Why Can t 

We Live Together." The original 

was a classic recording, and Levy 

was sentimental about it, though 

nor for any aesthetic reason: He 

owned publishing rights to the song 

as well as the old Thomas master, all 

of which he said he'd purchased out¬ 

right from Thomas for $50, Levy's 

cronies laughed as the boss cold me 

the story. "Thar Morris,7 one of 

them said. ' He's such a pisser." 

Among Levy’s associates were 

mobsters. Consequently, he was sel¬ 

dom stiffed by distributors, and his 

office became a magnet for small 

record companies that were having 

trouble getting paid. Levy, for a per¬ 

centage, would collect the bills, 

usually after a single phone call. 

Over time, industry executives came 

to regard Levy with equal measures 

of admiration and fear. Unfortunate¬ 

ly, his negotiating style eventually 

earned him a conviction for extor¬ 

tion. Only cancer kept him from 

doing time. 

As Trillin and others have re¬ 

counted, Levy put his name on sev¬ 

eral songs that you can safely bet he 

did not write, including the 

Teenagers’ hk ‘ Why Do Fools Fall 

in Love?” As Trillin and others have 

also noted, this was not an unusual 

practice; Alan Freed, for example, 

shares writing credit with Chuck 

Berry for "Maybellene” (Wait, 

Chuck, Vvt got it—“true"! “Maybel- 

lene, why can't you he true/"). The im- 

Sharing Credit: Without Me You re llothim 
It inspires you to give 

more...[to] go on! Go 

plication, though, is that this kind 

of crude rip-off died with guys like 

Levy, and that things are very differ¬ 

ent in the record business today. 

When we see an impressive actor 

like, oh, Steven Seagal listed as a co¬ 

writer and coproducer on the 

Marked for Death soundtrack, we 

figure that Seagal is the kind of tal¬ 
ent who can cross over into any 

medium and, in this case, 

improve the work of Jim¬ 

my Cliff. Right? 

One good example . 

of how the m Qtl ern 

music indus¬ 

try rewards J fs [ 

true talent 
was offered 

a few years 

back when 

ASCAP, the 

music-rights 

agency, named 

producer Narad a 

Michael Walden 

its Songwriter 

of the Year for 

1986. Walden 

was honored be¬ 

cause he is both 

an ASCAP member and listed as co¬ 

writer of "How Will I Know," a 

song he produced for Whitney 

Houston. That recording was the 

most-performed song in the ASCAP 

catalog the same year, earning the 

agency’s Song of the Year award. 

"This is one of the highlights of 

my life,” Walden said at the awards 

1 i i a |* , 

\ 

ceremony, 

that much 

beyond, go beyond, go beyond!" 

Perhaps he was talking about going 

beyond the bounds of ethical behav¬ 

ior: His speech failed to mention 

that he wrasn‘t an original writer of 

"How Will I Know." 

That credit actually goes to pro¬ 

fessional songwriters Shannon Rubk 

cam and George Merrill, who are 

not ASCAP members and were not 

honored by that group (they belong 

to BMI, the competing music- 

rights organization). Getting a track 

on a Whitney Houston album was a 

big break for them, so they didn’t 

protest much when Walden insisted 

on receiving co-writer credit for 

making arrangement changes in the 

song’s bridge. Of course, 

that’s precisely the kind 

of thing producers are 

^ JP expected to do and 

* record companies 
pay them for. No 

matter. Walden 

wanted a piece 

of the song, 
and Rubicam 

and Merrill 

gave it to 

him, eventu¬ 

ally forking 

over nearly 20 

percent of 

their royal¬ 

ties — about 

$250,000, 
Martin Kir- 

kup, Rubicam 

and Merrill’s 

comanager, appears to have accepted 

Walden's incursion as the price of 

doing business. 'He did some re¬ 

arranging, and we agreed on a per¬ 

centage,' Kirk up says. But he 

doesn’t understand why Walden 

wanted to steal their thunder as 

well. At the ASCAP awards, says 

Kirkup, “he thanked his mother, he 

Whitney and Narada 

Walden “thanked his mother, 

he thanked God, he thanked 

everybody but the songwriters” 
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thanked God, he thanked every¬ 

body but the writers/1 (A 

spokeswoman for Walden main¬ 

tains that credit was given appro¬ 

priately.) As a result of the Houston 

album, Walden became a very hot 

producer. Recently, however, his 

luck seems to have changed. 

First Walden tried adding his 

name as a co-writer to a crack on 

Houston's 1990 album, I'm Your 

Baby Tonight, This time, however, 

Walden's grab provoked a salvo of 

letters from Cooper, Epstein & 

Hurewitz, one of the industry's 

most powerful law firms. Walden 

received no credit, 

Next, and perhaps more damag¬ 

ing, Walden s keyboard player, Wal¬ 

ter Afanasieff, accepted a contract 

reportedly worth $6 million to be¬ 

come a staff producer for Columbia 

Records. He quickly rook up resi¬ 

dence at Sausalito’s Plant Record¬ 

ing Studios and produced albums 

by Michael Bolton and Mariah 

Carey; Carey’s recordings had previ¬ 

ously been produced by Walden. 

Why would top singers opt for 

Walden’s assistant over him? Al¬ 

though Afanasieff is desperately try- 

mg to make nice with his former 

boss—he says his deal with Co¬ 

lumbia is just a matter of "being in 

the right place at the right time" 

and that Walden (who is far from 

talentless) is a "great11 guy—a story 

in the San Francisco Chronicle alleged 

chat Afanasieff had actually conduct¬ 

ed the recording of basic instrumen¬ 

tal tracks and had overseen almost 

all details except lead vocals on sev¬ 

eral of Walden’s earlier productions. 

Trying to cadge a piece of a song 

remains one of the most popular 

schemes in the recording industry. 

"Our artists are frequently ap¬ 

proached by producers/' says the 

director of a major music-publish¬ 

ing company, "who want coauthor 

credit for making changes in an ar¬ 

rangement^—changes that weren't 

essential." Still, this isn't a subject 

people like to discuss publicly— 

particularly those songwriters who 

have been surprised to discover 

that the superstar wrho recorded 

their song was right at their elbow 

when they wrote it, 

Walden, who was given his first 

name by guru Sri Chinmoy, always 

portrays himself as a religious per¬ 

son. "When the power of love re¬ 

places the love of power," Walden 

declared in one of his record-com¬ 

pany bios, "then man will have a 

new name—-God." Morris Levy, on 

the other hand, was willing to 

stand up and be counted. "If a guys 

a cocksucker in his life/’ Levy once 

said on an FBI wiretap, "when he 

dies, he don't become a saint/' 

Isn't it time the industry stopped 

and recognized Levy as the guiding 

figure he was? Levy has never been 

nominated for the Rock and Roll 

Hall of Fame, even chough the pan- 

rheon has accommodated, for exam¬ 

ple, Leonard Chess, the blues mogul 

who, industry legend has it, used to 

require Muddy Waters to paint his 

house. To rectify this slight, perhaps 

its time rhe hall established its 

Morris Levy Memorial Ganefs' 

Wing. The question is, is there 

room in Cleveland for a building 

that big^ —Fred Goodman 
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The furor surrounding Michael Jackson s 
violent Black or While video evidently 

compelled the Caucasoid singer to puli 

several face-saving stunts in order to cast 
himself in the right light. First Jacksons 
people offered a couple of Michael-canoniz- 
ing suggestions during negotiations for Jack¬ 
son's appearance on MTV 5 tenth-anniversary spe¬ 
cial on ABC MTV—which had already accom- 
modated Jackson by renaming its annual award 

for video creativity after Jackson—was asked (and 
declined) to present the star with a life-size gold 
version of the award statuette. Jackson also 

demanded (unsuccessfully) that a quarter 

of the 6Q-minute special consist of a 

Making of Black or White minidocumen¬ 
tary. Later, when the Black or While 
hubbub was in full swing, Jackson evi¬ 
dently asked his manager, Sandy Gallin, 

to orchestrate a paparazzi event in 

which Jackson would be pho¬ 
tographed escorting professional virgin 
Brooke Shields to dinner. Gallin in turn con¬ 
tacted Lee Suiters, Jackson s publicist. 
Solterss office obligingly leaked news of the 
impending Jackson-Shields liaison to the 

press, and sure enough, when the asexual 
couple s limousine arrived at the appoint¬ 
ed Topanga health-food restaurant, the cameras 

clicked and whirred, and Jackson feigned sur¬ 

prise and discomfort at the spectacle. After 
Jackson and Shields went inside, Jackson's 
chauffeur questioned members of the as- 
scmblcd press throng about who had 
tipped them off. The response— Lee Sol- 
rersTP—must have displeased Jackson, the 
man who had demanded all the Hard Days 

Night—style hysteria in the first place: The 
day after the big 'date/ the star apparently 
yelled at his handlers, who in turn phoned 
the paparazzi to yell at them. 

— a, 

d| Their Palm Beach ordeal has appar- 
ently taught the Kennedys a lesson: 

If you're going to engage in unseemly 

public behavior, do so in the company 
■ ot flunkies who will escort you to bed be¬ 
fore you do anything tabloid-head line-wor- 

thy. Congressman Joe Kennedy wisely era- 
r ployed this strategy one recent Washing¬ 

ton evening. Though it was only eight- 
thirty, Kennedy was sufficiently groggy that he 
could no longer walk without the assistance of 
two subordinates, who held him up as they 
shuffled down Pennsylvania Avenue. Once 

Kennedy had been deposited in a Capitol Hill 

townhouse, one of the retainers 
went to a pay phone to issue the 

following report to headquarters: 
“Yeah, we got him home****! don't 
think anyone saw him. And lie 

didn't do anything too stupid/’ 

Recently Joe Kennedy s nonrapist 
cousin Maria Shriver interviewed 

Paramount Pictures chief Brandon 
Tartikoff for her NBC infotain- 

_ ment show, First Person With Ma- 
ria Shrtver, Since Tartikoff was until 

eighr months ago NBC's Entertainment-division 
president, the two had much to calk about after 
the interview. But Shriver reportedly neglected 

to detach her clip-on mike, and her confiden¬ 
tial chat with Tartikoff—and her expressions 
of unhappiiness over the way TartifcofFs for¬ 
mer colleagues were handling her contract 
negotiations—were broadcast to the crew. 
Nor long afterward, Shriver's conflicts with 
NBC were miraculously resolved—and Par¬ 
amount's purchase of some chunk of the 
network was said to be imminent.j) 

Maria 
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The Wsqes of Sin... 
...Are Really Low When 

the Sin Is Sexual Harassment 

The Fine Print 

Since the Clarence Thomas hearings sensitized em¬ 

ployers to the grave problem of sexual harassment, 

many of them are now wondering, What's a friendly 

overture going to cost me? Probably not that much, it turns out. Here are the out¬ 

comes ot some recent cases where women filed suit and won: 

Case No, 3: One 

co-worker of a 

female truck 

driver proposi¬ 

tioned her over 

liis CB radio; 

another tried to 

drag her into 

his truck; an¬ 

other fondled 

her breast; 37 of 

them wagered 

over who would 

first have sex 

with her. Pertah 

ty; The compa¬ 

ny remitted 

back pay, less her 

earnings from 

jobs held after 

her departure. 

Case Nd. 4:: An 

executive asked 

a secretary if she 

"fooled around. 

by iomie MoEonowski 

Complete 

Sentences, 

Spfingsteen-Style 

The long-standing lawsuit 

filed by two roadies against 

Bruce Springsteen was re¬ 

cently settled, The official 

court record didn't reveal 

much, but it did offer this 

exchange from one of the 

Boss's depositions: 

Lawyer taking the deposi¬ 

tion: A couple of rules 

about traffic. We oil have 

ways of answering ques¬ 

tions with a yup, or "uh- 

huh" or "um-hmm/k. .It is 

difficult for [the court re¬ 

porter] to toke that down 

and then put it into □ tran¬ 

script so someone 

else can read it 

and then under¬ 

stand whether you 

were saying yes or 

no ...So, I may 

from time to time 

stop you and say 

just answer it 

yes or no ... 

Springsteen; Um- 

hmm. 

Complete 

Sentences, 

- Criminal- 

i Style 

In our zany, chaotic 

world, we some¬ 

times lose sight of 

the good things in 

life: the laughter af 

a child, a rose in 

bloom, a parking 

place near the 

restaurant, a good 

stiff sentence 

meted out to a de¬ 

serving criminal. ► 

phoned her and asked her 

to pant heavily, and in¬ 

structed a colleague to 

take a photograph up her 

dress. Penalty: $3,065.48 

in back pay. 

Case Nth 5: A coffee-shop 

manager grabbed a wait¬ 

ress’s breasts, unzipped 

her uniform, exposed 

himself and wore an I 

GAGGED LINDA LOVELACE 

T-shirt. Penalty; $12,563 

in back pay, plus inter¬ 

est, costs and fees. 

Case No. 6: A supervisor 

called an employee 

named Phyllis "Syphi¬ 

lis” and called other fe¬ 

male workers ”Fat-ass ' 

and ”Dykc," Penalty: 

Actual damages of $200, 

punitive damages of 

$50,000, plus back pay 

and costs. 

—Gina Dm lay an 

Case Nth 1: A building 

super fondled his assis¬ 

tant s knee, kissed her 

neck and attempted to 

kiss her on the lips. 

Penalty: No punitive 

damages, just court costs 

and attorney's fees. 

Case No. 2: A boss fre¬ 

quently propositioned a 

subordinate and referred 

to his Tittle banger/' 

Penalty; $1 in damages, 

plus costs and 

attorney's fees. 
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For anyone who has been 

denying himself the plea¬ 

sure of the latter, here is 

our annual review; 

Pamela Smart, the New 

Hampshire teacher who 

plotted with her teenage 

lover to kill her husband; 

life in prison 

Gary and Gloria Shipley, 

convicted of murder after 

forcing his five-year-old 

daughter to drink pepper- 

laced milk; 65 years each 

Kfrtanananda Swami 

Bhaktipada, the leader of o 

Hare Krishna commune in 

West Virginia who autho¬ 

rized the murder and beat¬ 

ing of followers in order to 

protect his multimillion-dol- 

Icsr production of counterfeit 

Snoopy T-shirts, cops and 

bumper stickers; 30 years 

Julio Gonzalez, the 

Happy Land arsonist-mass 

murderer; 25 years to life 

Richard Miller, the FBI 

agent who slept with and 

gave secrets to a Soviet spy: 

20 years 

Christian Brando, who 

pleaded guilty to shooting 

his half sister's lover: \ 0 

years 

Harrison Sweet, an Ok¬ 

lahoma man who stole his 

sister's piggy bank at knife¬ 

point: 10 years 

Don Dixon, a savings- 

and-loan wheeler-dealer 

convicted of 23 counts of 

bank fraud: three concur¬ 

rent 5-year terms 

David G, 

Bojorquez, who 

charged thousands 

of dollars' worth of 

champagne, dinners 

and limousine rides to 

Steven Spielberg: 3 

years 

Jack Love, a Houston 

Sawyer who in temperately ► 

Or Just Another Puerile SPY Prank? 

Having been reliably informed that 

the arguably breast like Grand Teton 

Mountains in Wyoming were given 

their name by vulgar French trap¬ 

pers, SPY decided to launch an in¬ 

dignant campaign to get the maun- 

tains' name changed. Pretending 

to be the Committee to Restore 

Decency to Our National Parks, we 
wrote the following letter to various 

public officials and known activists: 

We are embarking on a campaign to offi¬ 

cially change the name of Grand Teton 

National Park, This is not a frivolous 

effort. Grand Teton, famous for its moun¬ 

tains. is actually a French phrase that 

means—and I apologize for this indelicacy, 

but this is the literal definition—"Big 

Tit, " Though a great many Americans 

may be oblivious to this vulgarity, hun¬ 

dreds of millions of French people around 

the world are not! How embarrassing that 

the spectacular majestic mountains are re¬ 

duced to a dirty joke overseas. (And in 

parts of Canada!) 

a Though our prank was discovered by 

reporter before all of the recipients 

could reply, we did hear from some 

folks* Jane Fonda's assistant wrrotc, 

"[Ms. Fonda] prefers nor to lend her 

name unless she is personally involved 

in the specific cause,1' A White House 

functionary, responding on behalf of 

the first lady, said, We are forwarding 

your Letter to the Department of the 

Interior for further review/ 
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“I spoke with Grand Teton Nation¬ 

al Park Lead Ranger Eddie Bowman, 

who has been working at the park for 

17 years,” Representative Craig Thom¬ 

as of Wyoming replied, “He said...he 

has never been told the name of the 

park wfas offensive to any visitor,” 

T must tell you that in my 50 years 

in Wyoming, 1 have never heard any¬ 

one suggest with respect to the Tetons 

that they are either vulgar or reduced 

to a dirty joke,” answered Governor 

Mike Sullivan of Wyoming. “That is 

not to say that the point you make may not 

have some bash. ” (Italics ours.) 

The National Park Service took 

three weeks to compose a response. 

Being sensitive to women's issues, the 

AP reports, the Service rejected one 

draft that admitted that a peak "ap¬ 

pears ro bear a striking resemblance to 

a female breast/' Finally, George Berk- 

lacy, chief of the Office of Public 

Affairs of the National Park Service, 

wrote back in favor of the status quo: 

'We are sensitive to your concern, but 
# * 

cannot support an attempt to rewrite 

history,” (Berklacy obviously just 

doesn't get it.) 

Senator Strom Thurmond, bless his 

heart, offered the only en- 

coutaging words we 

received, ' It is good to 

hear from you," the 89- 

year-old conservative 

wrote. "Please be assured 

that J ...will certainly 

keep your views in mind 

if legislation regarding 

this issue is brought before 

the Senate/1 —Andrea Rider 

th** a, 

tr**r*i 
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January 

1 New Year's 

Day. Embar¬ 

rassed about 

your behavior 

last night * 

you decide to 

spend the 

rest of the 

year locked in 

your home, want¬ 

ing only to grow 

old alone until 

you are forgotten; 

J. D, Salinger 

turns 73, 

7 Announcing 

thar "sarcasm is 

out. Idealism is 

in, ’ Gentleman 

Jack whiskey pre¬ 

sents die first an¬ 

nual Gentle Spirit 

Awards. ‘In a 

world anxiously 

awaiting the 

worst dressed 

list," says rhe 

press release* ‘one 

company is ap¬ 

plauding the in¬ 

spiring gentle 

spirit of 10 

Americans,1' in- 

eluding Barbara 

Bush, Charles 

Kuralt and Shelby 

Foote. Could SPY 

nominate itself 

for next year? 

7 

A 

Events Upcoming 

‘That's a wonder¬ 

ful idea," 

spokesperson 

Dana Reece said. 

“SPY magazine 

would definitely 

be a contender,” 
Now how do we 

get ourselves onto 

the wo rsr-dressed 

list? 

8 David Bowie 

born this day 

in 1947 as ^ 

David Robert 

Jones; Soupy 

Sales, 1930, as 

Milton Supman; 

Bill Graham, 

1926, as Wolf¬ 

gang Grajonca; 

Elvis Aaron 

Presley, 1933, 

with his middle 

name misspelled 

‘Aron7’ on his 

birth certificate. 

If you have a 

child today, best 

ro leave it name¬ 

less and let it 

choose for itself 

when it goes into 

show business* 

February 

1 The Snack Food 

Association cele¬ 

brates National 

Snack Food 

Month by pro¬ 

moting the word 
snackertain, “the 

popular American 

pastime of enjoy¬ 
ing crunchy 

snacks while 

watching movies 

and sporting 

events with fami¬ 

ly and friends," 

The American 

public embraces 

the word as eager¬ 

ly and naturally 

as it has 

fabmrgnugm. 

8 The Winter 

Olympics 

begin in the 

is a medal event. 

Too lace for a 

commercial tie-in 

with the video re¬ 

leases of Thelma 

& Louise and 

Terminator 2, 

29 Leap Year Day. 

In the comics, 

Cathy tells her 

boss that just as 

she is entitled to 

sleep an extra hour 

when daylight 

French Alps, This 

year marks the 

first time the 

women's 
biathlon—in 

which women on 

skis carry guns^ 

saving time ends, 

she gets to sleep 

an entire day 

today. Female 

Middle America 

chortles with self- 

recognition, J 

urn-o- 
Reviews by Walter 

Monhelt™, the Movie 
PubRcIsts Friend 

Falling from Grace, directed by and starring John 

Mellencamp (Columbia) PPPP 

Walter Mon he it says, “John’s Grace is amazing—he’s 

a Hoosier Woody! Make it hurt so good, Oscar!’1 

Under Suspicion, starring Liam Neeson, Laura San 

Giacomo (Columbia) ppp 

Walter Monheit says, "Laura steals the show, and- 

ooofl—she’s a prime culprit, mes amis1. I wouldn’t 

mind fingering JWin a lineup!” 

Past Midnight, starring Rutger Hauer, Natasha 

Richardson (New Line) ppp 

Walter Monheit says,, "Hit the sack, Harrison and 

Dustin—Oscar’s waiting up for the Midnight Hauer! 

What tbs monocles man; ppp —exiefient; 

pppp —indispuiahty a classic 

THE FINE PAINT CONTINUED 

rejoined, "I remember when 

Jews couldn't take the 

bench/1 to a judge repri¬ 

manding him: 6 months 

ond o $500 fine 

Shane Heskin, a Syra¬ 

cuse teenager who secretly 

videotaped his sexual en¬ 

counters with two other 

youths: 2 months 

Michael Burke, who 

threw a beer can at Mayor 

Dinkins at the Saint Pat¬ 

rick's Day Parade: a week 

of volunteer work in the 

Mayor's Office for the Les¬ 

bian ond Gay Community 

Dana Plato, the Different 

Strokes star, guilty of rob¬ 

bing a video store: 5 years1 

probation, plus 400 hours 

of community service 

Tyne Daly, who played 

Detective Mary Beth Lacey 

on TV and pleaded guilty to 

drunk driving: 3 years1 pro¬ 

bation, a $91 6 fine and 90 

days in rehab 

David Hampton, the 

real-life Snc Degrees of Sep¬ 

aration scam 

artist, guilty 

of submitting 

o forged doc¬ 

ument: 3 

years’ proba¬ 

tion 

Vanilla 

Ice, who 

pleaded no 

contest to 

weapons 

charges: 2 

years’ proba¬ 

tion and a 

$ 1,782 fine, 

and must 

produce an 

anti drug 

video or do¬ 

nate $ 10,000 

to charity 

Elliott 

Abrams, ► 

it 
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the former State Deport¬ 

ment official who withheld 

information from Congress: 

2 years' probation and 100 

hours of community service 

Pee-wee Herman, who 

pleaded no contest to inde¬ 

cent exposure: a $50 fine, 

court costs and community 

service 

That Obscure 

sPfc Object 

of Jeopardy 

American consumers may 

love things, but alas, 

things—even beloved things 

like electric nose-hair clip¬ 

pers and loofah sponges— 

can kill. The U,S> Con¬ 

sumer Product Safety Com¬ 

mission annually keeps an 

eye on more than 800 ordi¬ 

nary household objects and 

products and, by looking at 

the records of a repre¬ 

sentative sample of 

hospital emergency 

rooms, discerns how 

many injuries nation¬ 

wide are connected to 

each product; (The 

CPSC is careful to warn 

us not to say the in¬ 

juries were '"caused by" 

objects; perhaps the 

CPSC does not wish to 

be judgmental about 

the injury-causing prop¬ 

erties of an inanimate 

object that cannot 

count on, say, Senator 

Aden Specter to come 

in and defend it J The 

totals invite some Stun¬ 

ning projections of how 

America hurts itself. 

For example, the 

CPSC projects that 

there were 3,400 in¬ 

juries related to wringer 

washing machines, 

I 4,676 injuries related 

to vacuum cleaners, ► 

*•9 

The early 1980s left us little in the way of a cultural legacy: 

The mention of DeLoreans, Trapper John, Ai.D. or Mary Lou 

Retton elicits a glimmer of recognition at best. But recently 

members of the Specials and the English Beat, two once pop¬ 

ular, now defunct early-eighties bands, united to form the Special Beat. Below 

are some suggestions for how similarly disbanded or irrelevant groups could 

rekindle public interest in the 1990s. —Daniel Radosh 

Actual Early- 
1980s Band No, 1 

Men Without 
Hats 

Tears for 
Fears 

Spandau Ballet 

Berlin 

Duran Duran 

+ 

Actual Early- 
19&0s Band No. 

Men At 
Work 

Psychedelic Furs 

X 

Quiet Riot 

Soft Cell 

New 
Band 

Men Without 
Work 

Tears for Furs 

Spandex Ballet 

Berlin Riot 

D iiracell 

Recession- 
themed pop 

Animal-rights- 
activist pop 

Dancercise-class 
music 

Gloomy, post- 
new- world- 
order music 

Corporate- 
sponsors hip- 

ready pop 

Hi SPY List 
Steven Adler 

John Belushi 

A. Whitney Brawn 

Lenny Bruce 

Judy Came 

Jim Carroll 

Eric Clapton 

Marianne Faithful! 

Carey Feldman 

David Kennedy 

Gene “Big Daddy11 Lipscomb 

Joe Perry 

Dan Rather 

Keith Richards 

Axl Rose 

Slash 

James Taylor 

Johnny Thunders 

Steven Tyler 

Sid Vicious 

Your Leaders Speak: 

Personal With BN CHnton 

As parr of its continuing effort to ^ ^ 

help American voters get to know ■! __ 

the candidates in Campaign 92, SPY this month 

attempts to talk with Arkansas governor Bill Clinton. 

SPY: Hello. 

Clinton spokesman Richard 

Mint*: Hi, I'm calling re¬ 

garding your interview re¬ 

quest for the governor. I’m 

afraid we won’t be able to 

make it happen. 

Why? 

We're pretty busy and all. 

But the interview will only 

take a few minutes. 

We’re busy with fundrais¬ 

ing and all. 

The other campaigns were able 

to make time\ 

Well, the thing is, I guess, 
is that spy is just not our 
type of publication. 
What do you mean? 

It s just not the image we 

want. Not the type of audi¬ 

ence we want to associate 

with the campaign. Sorry. 

What do you mean? 

Look, it's just not right for 

us to do it with spy. Please 

don’t ask me for particulars. 

But what about our readers? 

I’m sorry. 

—Michael Hainey 
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After watching the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings last 

fall, most Americans concluded chat Anita Hill was eloquent, that 

Thomas was eloquent and that the 14 senators on the panel were 

jerks who tended to « 

treat thoughts as j 

things that had to be 

surrounded by blasts r0, 

of convoluted speech- „ X I 

^ ■ ifying, Today contro- Jlrf 

versy continues to 

rage, not about who was lying but 

about just which parts of speech 

some of the senators were using. To 

help settle these disputes, we have 

taken a typical sentence uttered by 

Senator Joseph Biden, the windy 

chairman of the committee ("As 

Vm sure—if you don't know, Vm sure 

it was pointed out to you. and we ail 

know that everything that is reported 

isn't true, not because it is intentional¬ 

ly meant to mislead, but sometimes 

it was 

■ 

there is a m t scorn mu me a t ion 

reported in The New York Times 

on the seventh of October on page 

AI3 that Judge Thomas told the in¬ 

vestigatorsp meaning the papers in¬ 

vestigators. that he had asked the 

u oman out a feu1 times, and, after 

she declined, eventually dropped all 

advances'), and diagrammed it, 

according to the principles we 

learned in junior high. 

—Daniel Radosh and 

Wendt Williams 
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8,161 related to dishwash¬ 

ers ond 4,785 related to 

microwave ovens. There 

were 2,412 injuries related 

to ironing boards, 3,201 re¬ 

lated to clocks and 1,670 

related to drinking straws. 

There were o whopping 

26,933 injuries related to 

waste containers or trash 

baskets. There were 8,542 

injuries related to tie Or belt 

racks, more than the total 

related to scissors (7,516) 

or to toothpicks or hors 

d'oeuvres picks (7,831), A 

total of 1 1,440 people were 

injured while relating to 

their stereos or stereo ac¬ 

cessories, far fewer than the 

34,760 injured while relat¬ 

ing to their toilets, and 

nowhere near the estimated 

262,000 people who sus¬ 

tained emergency-room- 

class injuries in some rela¬ 

tion to their beds, Decora¬ 

tive yard equipment was 

implicated in 7,996 injuries, 

and genital-area products— 

sprays, creams, douches 

ond the like—in 6,1 33. Out¬ 

erwear figured in 4,706 in¬ 

juries, nightwear in 1,994, 

daywear in 18,065. There 

were 26,641 injuries 

related—and isn't this bit¬ 

terly ironic?—to first-aid 

equipment. Finally, the 

items implicated in an as¬ 

tounding 704,828 injuries, 

the most associated with 

any object or product, were 

floors or flooring materials. 

In other words, every year, 

one of every / 00 American 

families suffers a serious 

floor-related injury! This 

suggests at least one con¬ 

clusion: An injured Ameri¬ 

can will always find some¬ 

thing to blame, even if it is 

only the thing that stopped 

his fall.} 
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rYJf Americans fret about how Japanese corporations manage to join together, forming alliances 

(ke/retsm) for the common good. Despite some recent progress (viz., IBM and Apple), we still tend to maintain 

a fussy view of such behavior as “anticompetitive. But one sector of our economy seems ro have already put 

Into place a healthy form of collusion, judging by the ads in the 1991—92 NYNEX Yellow Pages. 

Whom in oar escort senwe for/ 

International Escorts For those who 

are accustomed to only the very 

best. 

Regency For rhose accustomed to 

only the very finest. 

Paradise For gentlemen with ex¬ 

quisite taste . 

Entre Nous For those who appreci¬ 

ate elegance. For only the most dis¬ 

criminating. 

A After Hours For the discriminat¬ 

ing client, 

PRESTIGE Catering to the discrimi¬ 

nating executive who requires per¬ 

sonal attention. 

Number One Park Avenue Catering 

to the discriminating, accustomed 

to the very finest in life, 

Tre' [src] Chic For the most dis¬ 

criminating, who appreciate the 

finer things in life* 

Illusion When you deserve the best. 

Femmes Cosmopolites For those who 

will not settle for second best. 

Hmi■ an our bos times chosen? 

Crown We carefully select our es¬ 

corts for their poise, charm, intel¬ 

ligence, and beauty. 

Regency Selected for their beauty, 

personality, and charm. 

Prestige Our hostesses are selected 

for their beauty, poise, and ele¬ 

gance, 

The Platinum Club Our hostesses 

are chosen for their beauty, charm, 

and poise* 

Who an oar hostesses? 

International Escorts Our escorts 

are models, beauty queens, actors/ 

actresses,.♦* 

A-I Escorts Models, beauty 

queens, acrresscs..,. 

Regency Models and entertainers,... 

Paradise Lovely models, actresses, 

& dancers. —Andy Aaron 

It's a Wonderful Town! 

New York City Marattion runners crossing the 59tn Street Badge 

Photograph by Andrew Savulich 
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Laff-Off 

Ask anyone who has put on a cheap spore jacket and stood in front of a brick 

wall: There's no better place to hone your stand up chops than on the college cir¬ 

cuit. George flush took his act on a campus tour not long ago; there were tough 

crowds, but with a well-placed reference to a college president here, a local 

burger joint there, Bush showed host-of-Evening-at-the-Improv potential. 

"Mayor Daniels, its nice to be 

back in the city....May I single 

out Yale’s band. They’ve cleaned 

up for today, and they've never 

been better... .{To hecklers} Si res 

prehens io en mam est non mm sit 

vado. That means, 7f you're 

holding up the sign, you can’t 

throw eggsJ [A/ Yale.] 

'Tm sorry I'm a little late. 1 

flunked my room inspection at 

Kennebunkport this morning. 

Barbara gave me 20 demerits. 

Then it took time to talk the pilot 

of Air Force One, Colonel Barr, 

out of doing [an] Jmmelmann 

[turn] over this stadium, [Af the 

A ir Force A cademy. ] 

"Also, let me say it was good of 

you to invite a Navy man to speak 

at West Point. I left the goat 

outside, but I'm glad to be here. 

You know, it s really something to 

look out over this outstanding 

audience. Now I know how Bob 

Hope feels. [At West Point A 

"You know, [Howard 

University] president Harvey is 

an avid tennis player. Really avid. 

When I shook his hand, he 

corrected my grip. {A/ Howard A 

"And may I single out at the 

outset [a] special guest. 

Congressman Sonny Montgomery 
of Mississippi, a great supporter 

of a strong military. [Applause. ] 

You guys better cheer—he s a 

major general also,,.. 

"And last, bur certainly not 

least, let me single out a friend of 

our country—[Saudi Arabian] 

Ambassador Bandar...,And look, 

don’t hold it against him that he’s 

a fighter pilot, [At West Point, ] 

"Barbara and I spent a good 

part of our senior year thinking 

about, iitetally, becoming farmers. 

We talked about life on the land 

and rising early and working hard 

and raising a crop and a family. 

And we looked into the finances 

of running a farm. In the end, we 

decided against the whole 

idea.,..Of course, there was only 

one alternative: 1 went west and 

became an oilman. [At Yale A 

"Let me tell you about Yale_ 

A minister gave [a] speech. Y, of 

course, was for youth, That took 

40 minutes. A, altruism—brushed 

that one off in 20 minutes, L was 

for loyalty—45 minutes. £, for 

enterprise—30 minutes. The 

speech ended. There was one guy 

praying. The minister went over 

and said, Oh, son, Lm glad to see 

a man of faith here. What were 

you praying for?1 He said, 'I was 

giving thanks chat I didn't go to 

the California Institute of 
Technology.' [Heckling.] This is 

mild compared to what 1 

normally run into_1 hear that 

the computer [here] is so 

advanced, it can actually calculate 

the number of’Tommy's Burgers’ 

you all eat. And I am told—this 

may be farfetched—that it can 

reprogram the scoreboard at the 

Rose Bowl even faster,,. .CalTech 

is one of the few schools in the 

country where PC has always 

stood for ‘personal computer.' 

Thank you for your hospitality. 

And may God bless each and 

every one of you. [At CalTech A" 

—Peter Carlin 

"■ 

(Or at Least TeH Me 
WHat Books to Read] 

"/ remember hack on orientation, a Pittsburgh dope fiend 1 

talked to a lot returned to the day room one afternoon without 

any teeth. We played cards for a while, but I excused myself 

because l couldn't stand his new mushy voice and the way the 

blood crept up the Lucky Strike cigarette that he kept in the corner of his 

mouth " —Kentucky Ham (1973), by William Burroughs Jr. 

'7 crave for it to be Wark because he is a mad cunt who has 

recently had all his teeth pulled and / can't hear his new 

mushy voice and the way his fag-ends sometimes go red and 

heavy in the slack corner of his mouth,., 

—SUCCESS (1928), by Martin Amis 

- Mark Moylan 
■ 
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Cute sham 
Dinkins..* 

and cute shaman 
Yoda? 

and the young LBj r Sean Penn* 

and Roy Scheider? 

Joke candidate 
Tom Harkin.** 

and joke candidate 
Pat Paulsen? 

van Morrison.*. and L. Ron Hubbard? 

Meet the Nobelists! 
\hk*J C't 

This month's question: What is the best way to eat an Oreo cookie? 

Or. Daniel Nathans, 1976 Nobel Prize in Physiology/Medicine: MI 
haven’t eaten Oreos for a while... .I eat animal cookies with my 

granddaughter, I generally bite off the head first, then proceed 

in a bit more random way to eat the rest_Maybe that sort of, 

let’s say, dehumanizes them_But this is son of ruminating 

without any conviction that I’ve got my finger on anything." 

Dr. Hamilton 0. Smith, 1978 Nobel Prize in Physiology/Medidne: 
“I love to take them apart; I don’t know why. [Not] completely 

apart: I like to take one piece off and then the other, with the 

white filling still on it, [and] I eat that*..then I eat the single 

side, separately. Lots of kids will take off the white stuff and 

flick it on their plate *..They collect it, then eat it last.” 

Dr* J. Michael Bishop, 1989 Nobel Prize in Physiology/Medicine: 
4 Dunk it in tea. Dunking cookies is part of my heritage—cen¬ 

tral Pennsylvania. I think its a way to revive stale baked goods. 

Oreos may nor be stale, but they're certainly crunchy You dunk 

them, and then they’re nice and soft. I don’t eat Oreos now, any¬ 

way. It’s been years,,,much to my regret. You dunk it about 

halfway in and eat half the cookie, then dunk it a quarter, and 

so forth_I hope none of my friends see this, ” 

Or. Rosalyn S, Yalow, 1977 Nobel Prize in 
Physiology/Meriicine: ‘In general, I don't 

eat Oreos....My mother weighed 118 

when she got married, [and] when I was 

a child, she weighed over 200. That 

wasn't going to happen to me. In 

fact, the way 1 keep my figure is to 

get on a scale, and I lose my appetite 

if I’ve gained any weight. I do eat 

cookies, but J can t remember the last 

time J had an Oreo. It might be 50 

years ago,’ 

Dr, Baruj Benacerraf, 1980 Nobel 
Prize in Physiology/Medicine: "I 

have eaten an Oreo; apparent¬ 

ly it is something which 

happens to one in one’s life. 

My grandchildren love it, 

and it is put out by Nabis¬ 

co, right? It is pleasant, but 

it certainly does not compare 

with better forms of food, I eat it with two fingers of one hand. 

Every time I eat a cookie like that, I take it out of the package 

and eat it, usually in a couple of swallows. I was very careful not 

to eat any more than that, because I tend to be chubby." 

Dr. 0 art rude B. Elion, 1988 Nobet Prize in Physiology/Medicine; 
"Oh, for heavens sake, what kind of question is that?.*,! eat 

them straight out of the package.” —Stehhen 

4. 
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BASS HELPS YOU GET TO 

THE BOTTOM OF IT ALL. 

C !99l ImpafTrdfo Import Company, Siamfard. C.T 
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The Dark Ages had female seers and 

Laine. The Dark Ages had dwarfs and giants; we 

have Herve VilLechaizc and Henry Kravis, Manure 

Bol and Andre.,.the Giant. Wealthy Americans 

withdraw to gated communities; unweakhy Ameri¬ 

cans are bound by health benefits to feudally enslav¬ 

ing* paternalist corporations, Sinead O'Connor 

looks and acts like a martyr; she has been cast to 

play Joan of Arc in an upcoming film. Kim Basin¬ 

ger, who owns a town, participated in a dynastic 

coupling with Prince, who practices droit du 

seigneur and is named Prince. We have no idea how 

the cash machine and other devices realty work 

their spells, and so we experience as much faith and 

mystery and magic each day as did anyone who 

believed in dragons. David Duke was a wizard, 

Hamlet was a brooding, black-wearing spoiled col¬ 

lege kid who hated his stepfather and had a crazy 

girlfriend; in other words, he would have loved 

R.E.M* Welcome to the New Dark Ages. 

Contrary to what ten-year-old boys may think, 

the most important characteristic of the medieval 

period was not the practice of pouring boiling oil 

onto your enemies as they scaled the walls of your 

castle but rather the social system known as feudal¬ 

ism, a system “in which great landowners or hered¬ 

itary overlords exact revenue from the land and 

also exercise the functions of government in their 

domains,' according to the baronial Oxford English 

Dictionary, The most prominent aspect of Neo- 

Medieval America, too, is the presence of feudalish 

duchies scattered across the country, ruled by lords 
who demand and get craven fealty from their mod¬ 

em-day vassals. A republic should not countenance 

such arrangements, and indeed, in his masterpiece 

Democracy in America, De Tocqueville probably 

wrote something that we should quote at this 

point As you read the tales that follow, consider 

that a new millennium is coming, but it may be 

the wrong one. 

RANDLY UNDERSTATED IN ITS 

DISPLAYS OF WEALTH, 

Hobe Sound, Flori¬ 

da, COMPLETELY LACKS 

ANY MEDIEVAL PAG¬ 

EANTRY OTHER THAN 

TIIE BRIGHT PINKS 

AND YELLOWS OF THE 

MALE INHABITANTS’ 

COCKTAIL PANTS. It IS 

RULED BY A TERRORIZ¬ 

ING OVERLORD, HOW- 

evcr, and it does have the greatest number of aris¬ 

tocrats per square mile of any town in the 

United States. Situated on Jupiter Island, 25 

miles north of Palm Beach^itself a feudal enclave, 

complete with draw bridges” Hobe Sound came 

into being in the early 1930s when Palm Beach 

blue bloods became distressed at the arrival of 

such parvenus as Joseph P. Kennedy. Today the 

names marking the driveways along Hobe Sound s 

main street still read like a 1 ssc in an anarcho-syn¬ 

dicalist's nightmare: FORD, VANDERBILT, MELLON. 

Outsiders are nor welcome. In fact, the communi¬ 

ty is so inhospitable that once, when a con¬ 

tributing ediror of this magazine visiting there 

called the island s Episcopal church about 
Sunday services, she was told, ‘We don't give 

directions. ’ 

When Mr. and Mrs, Joseph Verner Reed pur¬ 

chased the Jupiter Island Club back in the 1930s 

for $25,000, they got a dilapidated resort with 

rooms for about 100 guests and an 1 8-hole golf 

course in addition to 2,500 acres of land. As the 

Reeds sold off parcels to their friends over the 

years, they were picky about whom they consorted 

with. Indeed, until only a fewr years ago, any fami¬ 

ly that hoped to join the club would have to spend 

three probationary winters on the island under 

Mrs. Reed's watchful eye. If she found the squire 

or his family unworthy of elevation, she would 

dispatch a footman to give him...a black sweater. 

The swearers message was well known: Stay warm 

on the trip north; you've been banished. The black 

sweater made its dehut during the 1950s when a 

young woman was showing too much cleavage at a 
club dance. Mrs. Reed covered the offending 

mammae with her own black sweater, and legend 

has it that the sweatered woman was off the island 

the next day, George Bush spent the winter vaca¬ 

tions of his childhood at Hobe Sound and even 

gave Mrs. Reed s son Joseph the feudal job of U.S, 

chief of protocol. Bush s mother still has a house 

in Hobe Sound, and since Mrs. Reed rules Mrs. 

Bush, and Mrs. Bush probably rules her son, the 

85-year-oId Mrs. Permelia Reed is the most pow¬ 

erful woman in the world. 

Of course, the real demonstration of Mrs. 

Reed's feudal power will be her success in passing 

her overlordship on to a male heir. Nathaniel 

Reed, who is 58, inherited the presidency of Hobe 

Sound Co., which manages the Jupiter Island 

Club, from his mother seven seasons ago. As an 

"environmentalist," he has one of those princeling 

non job jobs that should leave him time to attend 

to his legacy. Nathaniel has been busy—during his 

tenure, Jupiter Island Club members paid their 

first assessment ever, $2,500. That may seem triv¬ 

ial, considering that members pay an initiation fee 

of $50,000 and annual dues of more than $6,000, 

but it's a start. What was that thing about exact* 

mg revenue from the land?* 
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WISH MEN; WE HAVE SHIRLEY MACLAINE AND ROBERT BLY 

ESTLED IN THE FOOTHILLS 

of the Rocky Moun¬ 

tains, Golden, Col¬ 

or ADO, WAS ONCE A 

MINING TOWN. TODAY 

VISITORS ARE WEL¬ 

COMED BY A GAUDY 

ARCH THAT READS, 

“Howdy folks! Wel- 

come to Golden 

where the West 

lives!” and soon 

enough they see a huge, distinctly unfrontierlike 

brewery with tali, smoke-spewing chimneys. 

11 Kobe Sound represents a form of American 

feudalism that imitates a small, aristocratic, 

Licchtensteinian principality (Tuxedo Park, Ncwt 

York, is one of many other such communities), 

Golden is an example of a different version of the 

feudal sysrem^the one-family company town, 

where heredity and hierarchy arc as important as 

they were in France in 1214. A Prussian immi¬ 

grant, Adolph Coots, established the family beer 

business in Golden in 1873, and five generations 

later the Coors family still rules the valley* While 

some locals suggest chat in Golden, the Coorses 

are God, the Coorses would beg to differ. They are 

all devout Christians, and Joseph Jr., the 49-year- 

old president of the ceramics division, claims that 

the Lord God, in fact, spoke to him on a San 

Diego golf course. 

If not gods, then at the very least the Coots 
family are fearsome oligarchs. They practice 

pairodntum—that feudal custom whereby the mas¬ 

ter knows what's best for his serfs. Coors workers 

are no longer unionized, and during a long dis¬ 

pute with the AFL-CIG, Peter Coors, the 45-year- 

old president of the brewing division, said, 'We 

treat our people well enough that they don't need 

somebody outside to represent them*" Whenever 

organizers besiege the plant, Coors-family mem¬ 

bers personally talk with workers on company time 

and say the magic phrase ' Keep Coors yours." 

During these meetings, former CEO Joseph Sr. 

does not call wrorkers by his private name for 

them, ''monkeys/' 

Just as the feudal lord wTas protective of his peo¬ 

ple yet considered them far inferior to himself— 

perhaps barely human—so do the Coorses have an 

affectionate but dismissive attitude toward their 

laborers. The Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration cited the Coors porcelain division 

for having the highest likelihood of worker acci¬ 

dents out of more than 100 companies in the Den¬ 

ver area (interestingly, the OSH A regional director 

was sacked shortly thereafter). Between 1981 and 

1984, contaminated wells fed the brewery's water 

fountains, although this did not affect the compa¬ 

ny's product; Coors knew about the contamination 

for almost ten years before reporting it in 1991. 

The company settled out of court with several 

government agencies. This was unusual: Even 

though Coors has a long history of environmental 

violations, it rarely pays fines. Small businesses 

with little money or clout, on the other hand, are 

fined for nearly any infringement. Equality before 

the law is a bourgeois. Enlightenment notion. 

Another bourgeois notion is that one's own 

behavior should comply with the moral standards 

one insists on for others* Through their philan¬ 

thropy the Coorses have encouraged conservatives 

like Paul Weyrich and his Free Congress Founda¬ 

tion. The FCF, in conjunction with the Heritage 

Foundation, has advocated the reversal of Roe v. 

Wade and the restriction of the availability of 

divorce. This did nor prevent the septuagenarian 

Joe Coors Sr. from running off with a California 

woman half his age; his wife divorced him after 47 

years of marriage in 1988. And in the original 

Dark Ages the popes had mistresses. 

IERO DELLA FRANCESCA^ 

Duke of Urbino— 

or rs it Prince Val- 

I ANT? ““PROVIDES THE 

YOUNG SEIGNEUR 

WITH HIS FASHION 

cues. He travels 

FROM HIS PROVIN¬ 

CIAL DOMAIN TO HIS 

ELABORATE DWELLING 

IN THE GREAT CITY 

WITH THE EASE ONLY 

a nobleman can achieve* He has gathered a court 

of servitors and learned men around him at his 

seat, and he has commissioned a huge, cloisterlikc 

edifice as a tribute to himself. He is married to a 

princess* He made his fortune putting advertising 

in doctors offices—all right, maybe the parallel 

between Chris Whittle and an energetic medieval 

counr is not perfect, but it still works pretty well. 

As in the real Dark Ages, in Neo-Medieval Amer¬ 

ica there are ways for an ambitious young man to 

enlarge his holdings and raise his rank through 

noble and courageous deeds on the battlefield—or, 

as in this case, in marketing. 

Whittle is the founder of Whittle Communica¬ 

tions, a company that specializes in placing com¬ 

mercials where no one else would ever imagine 

placing them and that became notorious a couple 

of years ago for introducing television and adver¬ 

tising into the schools with its news service 
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SOME CURRENT 

MEDEW. UVDS 

early music 

k* the reinstailation of the 
S&Arm$ and Armor galleries 
g0! at the Met 

1£ Robin Hood 

f eating flowers 

eating venison and 
jk other game 

college programs in folklore 

New Age medicine 

hiring mercenaries 

crafts 

capital punishment 

the Chunnel spanning 
the English Channel-1066 

all over again 

courtship without sex 

anti-Semitism 

illiteracy 

I_» Dungeons 
AND D R A GO N S 

A ml trolls. Strange folk inhabit a 

netherworld beneath the metropolis. Some 

ate good, some evil: their language 

is mysterious. They often ask for alms. 

*,‘r‘*JIS*SS« ft ^ 

_*W hite Magic 
Many believe that trystal amulets like 

these contain strong powers for good. 

Others believe that crystal amulets like 

these contain strong powers for making 

people laugh at you derisively. 

Fashion P l ate s 
Today 's modern {fad-armor, as celebrated 

here in The- New York Times 
recently: allows the nearer to mount a 

horse—or bicycle or sidewalk— 
without the help of a cumbersome derrick. 

Urban Armor SW FEBRUARY 139? 



SQM I1', 
GONTEMPORAHV' 
Mf-;! )ll A \l, l looms 

UST... 

FEBRUARY .19^ SPY 59 

l—-* Minstrelsy 
With his band of players known as Jethro 

TutL his new album< C jit fish Rising, and 

his signature codpiece, ancient hard and 

relentless sixties survivor Ian Anderson 

reminds ns that despite ail its technological 

advances, music can still sound hr/tribh. 

i f 

Who's Afraid 
OF BegW ULF? 

The Fisher King, a modern retelling of the 

Parzifal legend. This summer: Mr. Gawain and 

rhe Green Knight, with Richard Gere! 

Gargoyle Decor 
The Neo-Gothic Cathedral of 

Saint John the Divine in Manhattan 

has been under construction off 

and on for 100 years—and is now a 

high-toned WASP fixation. +    

Paganism 
Worship of plant and animal spirits 

is now common. This Earth Firs ter seems to 

be saying. "Free the sports-team mascots! " 

David Duke 

anti-Columbus 
demonstrators 

Willie Smith 

Penn and Teller 

gangs 

Robert Bly ► 

American Gladiators 

deconstruct iomsts 

Joseph Campbell 

tjaby sellers 

cold-fusion scientists 
(alchemists} 

Cardinal OTonnur 

Deadheads 

Sam Kinison 

Sinead OTonnor 



CLAIMS THAT GOD SPOKE TO HIM ON A GOLF COURSE 

Channel One, Whittle Communications is the 

second-largest employer in Knoxville, Tennessee, 

and Chris Whittle is the towns busiest and most 

prominent citizen. It is appropriate that Knoxville 

is his fietdom, since other local nobles include 

Conway Twitty of Twitty City and Dolly Parton of 

Dolly wood. As far as we know, the three live in 

harmony, avoiding pitched battles and sieges, 

Whittle regularly files in his private jet to Newf 

York, where he stays in his dark, velvet-draped, 

wood-paneled chambers in the gargoyle “bedecked 

Dakota. Borgia-like, he has patronized such 

humanists as Galbraith of Cambridge and Haiber- 

stam of Manhattan by paying them to write books 

for his Larger Agenda Series, whose most interest¬ 

ing feature is that its books contain advertise¬ 

ments, Whittle himself has said that books are 

'technology from the Middle Ages/’ He has sum¬ 

moned political philosopher Michael Kinsley to 

Knoxville three times for discussions about run¬ 

ning his scholastic enterprises. Architect Peter 

Marino, Whittle s Otto of Metz, oversaw the $50- 

million construction of a cky-within^a-cicy for 

him, built in an antique style. The main building 

spans two entire blocks, and the project is unoffi¬ 

cially known as Historic Whittiesburg. Whittles 

wife, Priscella Rattazzi, is perhaps not actually 

a princess, but theirs is a fairy-tale romance 

nonetheless. 

iiris Whittle may be the 

daring young no- 

BLEMAN STRIVING TO 

TAKE HIS PLACE IN THE 

sun, but Jack Kent 

Cooke is the griz¬ 

zled DUKE WHO HAS 

EXERCISED HIS VAST 

POWERS FOR YEARS. 

Cooke made ins for¬ 

tune in Canadian 

RADIO AND PUBLISH- 

ing, but his real influence. Like that of any feudal 

overlord, depends on the brute strength and valor 

of those who serve him. The modern equivalent of 

a company of knights is the professional sports 

team; as principal owner of the Washington Red¬ 

skins, Cooke controls the most important private 

institution in the capital. There is a 20-ycar wait¬ 

ing list for season tickets, and the people who 

curry Cooke’s favor are those who run the country. 

Indeed, just as the dukes of old were really more 

powerful than the Crown, so Jack Kent Cooke is 

more powerful than the president; He called 

Ronald Reagan 'Ronnie/ and Reagan called him 

' Mr Cooke.’' Columnists like George Will and 

Carl Rowan are frequent guests in Cookes sky box 

at RFK Stadium, as are the current vice president, 

Dan Quay I e, and the future vice president, Vir¬ 

ginia governor Doug Wilder. Some find it a spe¬ 

cial mark of Quayte’s friendship with Cooke that 

Quayle, who technically oversees the nation’s 

drug-enforcement efforts, is willing to sit in a box 

with Cooke’s current wife, who wras convicted of 

conspiring to import cocaine. 

But, of course, the rules of behavior that apply 

to most people are suspended for a man of ducal 

standing. Cooke married a wroman on the condi¬ 

tion that she abort rheir child; the procedure was 

scheduled for the day after the wedding, but she 

became hysterical at the doctor’s office, the abor¬ 

tion was not performed, and Cooke soon divorced 

the woman. He regularly skirts postgame gridlock 

by traveling on a road closed to other traffic. A 

police officer once had the audacity to ticket his 

driver for this practice and got bawled out by 

Cooke for doing so; he hasn’t been stopped again. 

The Washington Post reported that just this fall, 

Cooke gated a public alley near his Woodley Park 

house. This confiscation of public land for private 

use wenr unpunished for months and then was 

retroactively approved. The Lancastrians and the 

Yorkists caused England a great deal of bloodshed 

and strife, and we can only hope that George 

Bush, a Hobe Soundian, and Cooke, Duke of RFK 

Stadium, do not plunge this country into the same 

kind of conflict. 

In 1789 the French National Assembly 
outlawed feudalism. It is unclear exactly how the 

gendarmerie has enforced this regulation, but we 

may safely say that ever since, French noblemen 

have thought twice before exercising the functions 

of government in their domains, wearing armor or 

singing ' What Do the Simple Folk Do?" CQrTest- 

ce que fait les gens simples?") We have no such prohi¬ 

bition in this country, and we may be in danger. 

Flow long can Neo-Medieval America—wirh its 

siege-minded zoning rules, its herbal medicines, 

its suspiciously preindustrial postindustrial econo¬ 

my, its hooded, trollish crack dealers—resist a 

complete embrace of the medieval social system? 

Historic Whittiesburg today, Saxe-Whittiesburg 

tomorrow? America's decline has often been com- 

pared to that of the Roman Umpire. When won¬ 

dering whether the Dark Ages ate upon us, we 

might well ask, After Rome felL what came next? J 
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you a rare, classic issue with your paid 

order. Save 50% off the newsstand price 

for the subscription alone! 

Choose from the following issues 

September 1988* Lee-e-style Hell! 

Our Special Los Angeles issue. Find 

out why the British throng to L.A. and 

how you can make movies the Buddy- 

o-Matic way. 

October 1989: The SPY 100 

Rediscover who and what were the most 

annoying, alarming and appalling 

people, places and things of 1989 and 

how three gray whales trapped oft 

Alaska held Tom FJrokaw hostage. 

May 1989: I van a ram a! 

The story that started it all for Ivana! 

Read as we chronicle Ivanas career as an 

Olympic skier (not), fashion leader, 
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executive and so much, much more. 

June 1990: Whose Ts Bigger? 

Discover how the critical opinions of a 
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millions to movies, restaurants, books 

and Broadway, 

December 1988: Seventies—something 

Our salute to the decade that 

brought you mood rings, ultrasuede, 

roller boogie and disco sex machine 

Tony Orlando. 

August 1988: Party Gi ys! 

Lind out who New York’s most relentless 

night crawler is in our Celebrity Pro-Am 

ironman Nightlife Decathlon, and check 

out our Unofficial 3 988 George Bush 

Briefing Book. 

Send in your order card today! 
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The year is 1964. Two clean-cut young men are 

sitting in the coffee shop of the Fremont Hotel in Las 

Vegas. One, a strapping 22-year-old, has just 20 minutes off 

Lisa, between sets in the lounge (six shows a night, six nights a 

week), enough time to down a vanilla milk shake and a slice of 

pic a la mode. The other, an admiring 17-year-old, stops by on 

his way home from Las Vegas High School to keep his older 

friend company. Later that night, Frank will be performing at 

the Sands- Streisand is at the Riviera- The young man with the 

sibilant esses and the thick middle is Carson Wayne Newton. 

His little friend is Mark Moreno. Mark s dad, Ricky, is the en¬ 

tertainment manager of the Fremont, Wayne's boss. 

Marks dad treats the singer almost like another son, con¬ 

triving and shaping the career Wayne has pursued full-time 

since dropping out of high school his junior year. On week¬ 

ends, Wayne comes over to the Morenos’ house and, sprawled 

hanging out 

you 

is America. One man is 

Vegas. So if you spend weeks 

with Mr. Las Vegas. 

America’s soul, right? 

CLASS ACT 
Wayne Newton with 
his farrt0u$p recently 
shaved mustache 
especially simulated 
for SPY-tiy Wayne 
himself. 

on the living-room door with 

Mark and Mark’s dad—who 

calls the two boys Roly and 

Poly—Iistcns to old record¬ 

ings of Al jolson's radio 

shows. 'Do you think you can do this?/’ Ricky Moreno says to 

his young protege. 'Sure I can/" Wayne answers, and the next 

night, “Swanee' is in the show. 

The Beatles are on the Sullivan show, the Stones have record¬ 

ed “Its All Over Now,1’ and in Berkeley the Free Speech Move¬ 

ment is exploding. But on any given day in 1964, over a milk 

shake at the Fremont Hotel in Vegas, Wayne and Mark are 

calking about Wayne's becoming a big star on the strip some¬ 

day, and Mark's becoming his lawyer-manager. 

Thirty years fater, the devotee and the singer are still togeth¬ 

er, little Mark Moreno still trying to keep up with his big 

friend Wayne Newton, now officially as manager. 'It was always 



my desire," says Mark Moreno today, 

“to one day be with Wayne," 

It MAY BE facile, but it is tempting 

to introduce you first to Mr. Las 

Vegas's jewelry. It is almost the first 

thing one notices (aside from his ab¬ 

sence of mustache). As he sits in his 

dressing room (previously Elvis's 

dressing room) in the Las Vegas 

Hilton one October morning, wait¬ 

ing to tape an episode of Rosea tine 

(he played Wayne Newton), the 

two pinkie rings are astonishing. 

You try not to stare, but still you 

wonder, // God gave humans four 

hands, would mm in Las Vegas wear 

four pink ie rings ? 

It would not be hyperbole to 

of the Mrs. Russia pageant. A large fellow, he stands six foor four (he 

says) if you don't count his high, preternaturally black hairdo or his 

boot heels. And while his day-fortnight existence doesn't promote 

health, he looks younger rhan his almost 50 years, 

'Who is Wayne Newton r5” he asks on the first page of his 1989 auto¬ 

biography, Once Before / Co. I think I am complex,,., I like to sit at the 

table and take a long rime with my breakfast_When I'm 

superdisappointed or superhurt, I prefer to be alone_So who is 

Wayne Newton? If you were wondering who I am—I am a man." 

Who, to repeat, is Wayne Newton? To some he is the American 

Indian (one-quarter Cherokee, one-quarter Powahacan) singing 

sensation, still vaguely memorable from early TV appearances. To 

others he is the perpetual adolescent with the high, silken voice 

who was the butt of Johnny Carson s homo jokes. Some may re¬ 

member Wayne as the entertainer for Ronald Reagan s first inau¬ 

guration. For many people, Wayne Newton is familiar these days 

mainly as Americas most famous and determined libel plaintiff, 

the guy who sued NBC News"they said he had mob ties—and pur¬ 

sued the suit for eleven years, all the way to the U.S, Supreme Court. 

WHY IS HE SUCH A PUNCH LINE? "MAYBE; HE THINKS, "IT S THE 

claim that in this, the polyester- 

backed sateen of American cities, 

every man, be he bellman, croupier, 

waiter or headliner, wears more jew¬ 

elry than any woman in Boston. You 

arrive feeling pretty good about 

yourself, your job, your charitable 

contributions. Within 24 hours your 

decollctage has somehow slipped 

lower, you've lost more than your 

limit, you've had too much to drink 

and very little sleep, you have no 

precise idea what day it is or, at cer¬ 

tain moments, how many children 

you left at home. You're not quire 

turning tricks, but frankly, you've 

heard worse ideas.... 

Wayne Newton was wearing a 7- 

carat emerald-cut diamond flanked 

by two substantial trillions on one 

hand; on the other hand was a 13- 

carat round diamond resembling a 

golfball perched on its tee. A gold- 

and-diamond watch dressed one 

wrist, a heavy silver handcufflike 

bracelet'—,la gift from Mr. Si¬ 

natra —the other. He smelled good, 

assuming you like Paco Rabannc. 

He wore a black velour smoking 

jacket decorated with a dozen little 

pins—a memento from the mini- 

series North and South: Book //, in 

which he played (for just $12,000, a 

few minutes' worth of singing in¬ 

come) a Confederate captain; a sou¬ 

venir of flying the F-l6; the symbol 

FACT THAT I GREW UP SO YOUNG 

THIS BUSINESS AND ALMOST BECAME A 

CARICATURE OF MYSELF; 

Who is Wayne Newton? Mark Moreno has thought a lot about 

Wayne since they met in the spring of 1959, when Mark was 12, "In 

variety show business, Wayne is one of the true superstars—and 1 use 

that word gingerly. In my opinion, there is nobody on chose boards 

alive today who can do to an audience what Wayne can do to an audi¬ 

ence. If you ask Frank Sinatra or Sam tr/c} or Dean or Wayne, 'What do 

you do for a living^/ they would basically tell you the same thing: Tm 

a saloon performer, And chats a very rare breed of person—somebody 

who can take up a microphone, walk out onstage and entertain the 

people. And those days of show business, unfortunately—we’re a dying 

breed. We're a throwback, a dinosaur,1' 

But Moreno doesn't really mean that. "Las Vegas is the pinnacle of 

success that everyone in our industry tries to accomplish. To me, just 

saying superstar' js more gratifying in Las Vegas, Two words that 1 

hear now attached to Wayne: One is icon, and the other is legendary* So 

its gone beyond superstarT 

The Roseau ne appearance was a crossover vehicle intended to attract a 

new, younger audience for Wayne; this is part of the master plan. 

"There are very few people whose star status in the industry can raise 

them to a level where they can perform on a national weekly network 

television show as themselves/' says Moreno of the Roseanne appear¬ 

ance. "To me, that's the most wonderful form of third-party endorse¬ 

ment there is. I d like to see him do [more] sitcoms, hut not as an 

actor—as Wayne Newton. I would never want him to go on a sitcom as a 

character." It turns out that playing himself is a bit of a stretch for 

Wayne, ‘The hardest thing in the world/’ Wayne Newton says, “is to 

do a role as 'Wayne Newton/ because they write reactions that 1 

wouldn’t have/ 

Bur the self-parodying acting career is a track Newton is pursuing 

earnestly. He recently became a client of Triad Artists, the same talent 
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agency that handles Bruce Willis 

and Patrick Swayze. [My new 

agents] said to me, 'Do you have a 

sense of humor?' And I started to 

laugh, and I said, 'Well, of course I 

do/ Well, why is it that people s 

perception of you is not that? Their 

perception is that you're very serious 

about who you are and what you are/ 

And 1 said, Well, I am, kind of/ De¬ 

pending on what you're hitting me 

with, 1 can laugh at the impersonator 

who takes my lisp and accentuates 

that, because I realize that that’s the 

greatest form of flattery/" 

Newton is aware that he is, out- 

side Las Vegas, often a punch line, "I 

am kind of used as the brunt of a 

joke in a movie, maybe. Nowadays 

by Roseanne, according to the show's executive producer^ Wayne and 

Roseanne do not chat between takes. They get together only at the 

day's wrap, for a photo op. 

In a wav, Wayne seems to think, he is too much a superstar for 

friendship, "Even carrying on a conversation with a lot of people 

becomes small talk, ' he says. ’ It's just that you're not on the same 

wavelength, People are careful not to irritate you or anger you. 

They treat you like you're an eggshell, when, in fact, I guess in 

some ways you are/' 

Who makes the top-friend list? Moreno, Bear" (Mike Porch, 

Waynes bodyguard), executive secretary Mona Matoba, Sister Barbara 

{the Roman Catholic nun who lives with Wayne and his daughter as a 

governess at his Las Vegas home, which is called Casa de Shenandoah), 

horse trainer Alfredo Ortega (Wayne is a major breeder of prize Arabi¬ 

ans), Don Vincent (Wayne's conductor). ‘1 don't really have an en¬ 

tourage, per se/' Wayne says, in other words, 1 don't have people 

around me—-and I find no fault, because i understand ic-—-like Elvis 

had around him. The people that surround me truly work for me, in 

terms of Bear or Mona, if I miss anythingW 11 tell you what I really 

WAYNE LIVES WITH SISTER BARBARA, A NUN WHO SERVES 

we must get three letters a month 

from either television shows or mo¬ 

tion pictures that want to include 

my picture on the wail in one of the 

scenes because they think its either 

funny or, you know, that's kind of a 

double-edged sword, I understand 

it's not the compliment that they are 

looking at/’ Why Wayne Newton? 

' Maybe,'1 he thinks, "it's the years 

that I’ve been in the business. 

Maybe it's the fact that I grew up so 

young in this business and almost 

became a caricature of myself/' 

During a long day of taping 

Roseanne, Wayne is unfailingly 

pleasant. He offers to stay onstage 

even when the camera is on 

Roseanne, John Goodman and Tom 

Arnold, if that'll make everyone 

elses life easier. Although Wayne 

and the Tom Arnolds are social 

friends—this segment was suggested 

AS HIS DAUGHTER S GOVERNESS. WAYNE 

BOUGHT A BIRTHDAY CARD FOR ME TO 

GIVE HER—IF THAT WAS ALL RIGHT WITH ME. 

miss. I miss buddies, I don't make a lot of friends," he says, then adds 

the following strange qualifier: "but I'm aware of those people chat 1 

could be triends with." 

He is, however, megairiendly onstage, kissing women in the audi¬ 

ence, tossing his carnation boutonniere to a woman up front, even 

blowing kisses to his two female backup singers in his trademark fash¬ 

ion: After blowing the kiss with his index finger, he rubs the finger in 

a circular half wave. From time to time, Newton has considered the 

effects of his theatrical flirting: When I'm out there, {I’m thinking} 

How would I jeei if I were seated in that audience? And I watched ir with 

Tom [Jones], and I've watched it with Englelbert Humperdinck], and 

I’ve watched it with Elvis, and I've watched it with me, where ladies 

overreact and their husband is seated there, or their boyfriend. I'd get 

up and leave. And yet, these guys don't/' 

But in real life, he says, he has been on only one blind date. I don't 

know what restaurants to go to," he explains. He lives in a bubhle* The 

current consort, a young lawyer from Cleveland whose looks are more 

Vegas than Shaker Heights, was sitting in the Hilton audience about 

six months ago when Wayne noticed her. When he left the stage be¬ 

fore his encore, he pointed Kathleen out to Bear, who invited her back- 

stage. Curious meetings, curious relationships. "Any lady I take out, I 

can rest assured that it s going to be in the tabloids within a matter of 

minutes if I am out in a public place—which I don't have a problem 

with, but they might/1 

Generally speaking, in Wayne s world there are no women anyway, 

no broads, no girls. Just ladies. Td like to dedicate this song to a very 

special lady/’ he says from the stage. “My lady will have a wine 

spritzer/’ he says to a waiter. "Hello, pretty lady/’ he says to any 

woman he has met more than once* 

Even when he isn’t saying lady/' he’s thinking it. No one is courdi- 
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er. He is a relentless door opener. Daring four of the six shows I saw, 

he dedicated songs to me* He has been married once, to a flight atten¬ 

dant—2. Japanese American lady—he met coming home from enter¬ 

taining the troops in Vietnam in 1966, Wayne and Elaine divorced in 

1985. Erin, his 15-year-old adopted daughter, lives with him. He calls 

her The love of my life/' Tm strict, but I'm loving too," he says. 

Wayne insists on being the master of his world. Consider the 

way he responded to the NBC News broadcast of October 6, 1980. In¬ 

cluded in the Nightly News was a heavily promoted report called 

"Wayne Newton and the Law/ which, according to the lawyers letter 

Newton rushed ro NBC, "1* alleges and/or asserts that rhe financing of 

Mr. Newton's acquisition of his interest in the Aladdin Hotel and 

Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, was obtained by and through "Mafia' and 

Mob' sources and that Mr. Newton holds a 'Hidden1 ownership inter¬ 

est in said Aladdin Hotel and Casino for the benefit of said Mafia1 and 

Mob' sources; 2. alleges and/or asserts that Mr. Newton has not truth¬ 

fully related to Nevada Gaming Authorities the facts of his relation¬ 

ship with Guido Penosi and that Wayne Newton is associated with 

Guido Penosi, who is involved in both the narcotics business and show 

business on the West Coast.,,," 
Newton denied all the contents of NBC's story and pursued retribu¬ 

tion through every possible legal avenue. On December 17, 1986, he 

won the largest award ever for a suit of this kind—$19-3 million. The 

following February, the presiding U.S. district judge reduced that jury 

award to less than $6 million, ar the rime "higher than any libel award 

ever affirmed by an appellate court in the history of this nation by five 

times/' according to 

More Galane, Newton s 

volatile Vegas attorney. 

But NBC finally won. 

The appeals court over- 

turned the verdict, and 

this past fall the Su¬ 

preme Court declined 

to hear the case. 

It looked to the 

world as if Wayne were 

on a crusade, but ac¬ 

cording to Wayne, “It 

became a crusade for 

NBC/' Why would NBC 

go to this bother?, I ask 

him. “Oh, J know why 

they did it/ he answers. "They were trying to 

stop my licensing process/ He had been in the 

process of trying to buy the Aladdin Hotel and 

Casino. Wayne had, however, a rival acquisitor. 

They felt that if they could do that, the Aladdin 

deal would fall back to Johnny Carson —Johnny 

Carson, whom Wayne once challenged to a fist- 

fight over his Tonight Show gay jokes. 

Although he has been concerned that the NBC 

story hurt his reputation permanently, Wayne got 

the Aladdin and has achieved one-name iden¬ 

tification. And unlike Engelbert, Cher or Charo, 

he is among the few living entertainers with a 

first name that's normal-sounding yet highly rec¬ 

ognizable—at least in Lake Tahoe, 

Reno, Las Vegas and Atlantic City. 

Elsewhere, the identification may 

not be as instant, unless you ask a 

Wayniac (a member of the Wayne 

Newton International Fan Club). 

Twenty weeks a year, Wayne per¬ 

forms in the vast showroom (capaci¬ 

ty: 1,475) of the Las Vegas Hilton. 

Most weeks that means nine con¬ 

certs, He played 162 shows there in 

199C at about $45,000 a show. 

That's more than $7 million, and it 

doesn't count "private dates" 

($ 100,000—$200,000 a pop), tour¬ 

ing concerts and the increasing 

number of acting gigs in TV (L.A. 

Law) and movies (Andrew Dice 

Clay’s ford fair lane). And yet, out¬ 

side of Casino America, one gets the 

impression that Wayne isn't in the 

public eye. He hasn't had a hit on 

the charts since 1980 ( Years"). The 

only well-known woman he ever 

dated was Vanna White. 

Clockwise from left: 
Sure the guitar’s big, but 
Frti gonna be bigger! {circa late 
1960s); Let's turn the barn into 
a theater and put on 
a show! (The Lucy Show, 1965); 
For those about to rock, Wayne 
salutes you’ {Vegas, 1981) 
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But non-Wayniacs may vaguely 

remember his characteristically sac¬ 

charine early hits, “Danke Schoen” 

(1963, produced by Bobby Darin) 

and “Red Roses for a Blue Lady " 

(1965), and for some reason, many 

have vivid recollections of seeing 

him on The Lucy Show in the mid- 

1960s as a still-adolescetu-seeming 

regular guest star, (Wayne says he 

has a special empathy for child stars. 

When Dana Plato, the daughter 

from the accursed Different Strokes, 

was arrested last year for robbing 

$160 from a Las Vegas video store, 

Wayne Newton posted her bail of 

$13,000, although they had never 

met.) Waynes own adolescence, of 

course, was spent playing Vegas. 

we had breaded catfish and wax beans. Another night it was Mexican 

food, in honor of Sister Barbara s birthday. (Before the birthday festivi¬ 

ties, Wayne took me aside. He said he had bought a birthday card for 

me to sign lor Sister Barbara—if that was all right with me.) 

Wayne micromanages his daughter’s life, to the point of discussing 

her hair-perm decisions with Sister Barbara: “Didn't she just have one? 

It hasn’t grown out yet/’ After dinner, Dad has to go to work; its the 

night shift. Someone from his house-and-grounds staff of 29 brings 

round his black Rolls-Royce Corniche convertible (one of six Rollses; 

he has eight other cars), and about an hour and a half before show time, 

he’ll turn on the ignition and head for the job. The routine is rarely al¬ 

tered, When his new associates from Triad flew in recently from Los 

Angeles to catch the latest version of The Show, Wayne still had family 

dinner at home, while the agents were obliged to dine at one of the 

Hilton’s 14 ’ international restaurants.” 

Wayne parks the Rolls at the loading dock behind die hotel and 

walks through a kitchen corridor. Backstage an elevator takes him 

downstairs to his empty dressing room, which is decorated in elaborate 

yet manly floral tributes—antburiums and birds of paradise—as well as 

EACH ASSOCIATE WEARS A DIAMOND PIN. "THEY CAN GO INTO ANY 

During his usual three-week HjU 

ton engagements, Wayne often stays 

awake in order to drive Erin to 

school at 7:30 a.m., then goes to 

bed, getting up again around noon. 

A two-show night means dinner at 

five (shows at eight and eleven-thir¬ 

ty). Weather permitting, dinner 

with his daughter and her nun is 

taken outdoors, facing Wayne's pri¬ 

vate lake and menagerie, which in¬ 

cludes free-range black swans, 

flamingos, a wallaby and specially 

cooled penguins. This may be 52 

carefully primped acres, the expen- 

sive estate of Mr, Las Vegas, the 

epitome of American swank, yet 

Casa de Shenandoah is also directly 

under the landing pattern of McCar- 

ran Airport; meals are punctuated 

regularly by the bass scream of jet 

engines. And the food is plebeian 
American, too; for dinner one night 

CASINO IN THIS TOWN; WHEN A DEALER 

OR PIT BOSS SEES IT, THEY ARE TREATED 

WITH A DIFFERENT KIND OF RESPECT: 

a Le Roy Neiman portrait of Wayne. Across the hall there is hubbub in 

the dressing room used by the 32 orchestra membcrs^laughs, the jig¬ 

gling of ice in glasses, the occasional shouted expletive, (When a musi¬ 

cian uses the word scbmuck in a sentence, Wayne strides across the hall 

to warn, "Fellas, there’s a lady here,’ An apology follows.) 

In Wayne’s room it is decidedly unexciting. No jitters. No pump¬ 

ing of adrenaline. Bear, Waynes bodyguard, arrives, dressed up in a tie 

and jacket and a diamond-studded pinkie ring in the shape of a bear. 

Mona the secretary is here, carrying her paperwork in a Louis Vuitton 

tote bag. Mark Moreno will most likely be here, too. Each one of these 

loyalists possesses a special talisman that indicates he or she is part of 

the inner circle—a gokband-diamond feather that identifies one as a 

Vigilante, a Praetorian guard in the Newton operation. “The guys can 

go into any casino in this town,1' Wayne says, “and the minute that 

one of the dealers or a pit boss or a waitress sees that eagle feather, they 

are treated with a different kind of respect and courtesy/’ 

The Vigilantes, about 60 strong, ranging from the intimates in the 

dressing room to a "former federal judge in Virginia,’" sponsor one an¬ 

other for membership and take it all very seriously. “It’s a good organi¬ 

zation in terms of some of the rules,’" Wayne says, “We used to have 

monthly meetings, and we d discuss things. You can never fight with 

another Vigilante. And you must always wear your feather If it's lost, 

you’ve got so many days to replace it, at your own expense. We’ve even 

taken feathers back,” he says, declining to explain what misbehavior 

provoked the expulsions. But there’s an even higher mark of distinc¬ 

tion for Waynes very nearest and dearest—the golden-eagle necklace, 

which hangs around the necks of no more than 20, "The eagle is some¬ 

thing only / give," explains Wayne, a man all his employees call Chief. 

"Howf re you doing, Chief?"' a trumpeter asks before a show. 

"Superpowerful,” Chief answers. 
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For those of you not likely to visit Las Vegas within the next 

40 or 50 years, here is what $45 gets you (including two drinks); 
The lights darken, and an Indian drumroll starts, which leads to the 

overture: "Shenandoah,1' Lights sparkle and tinkle from the ceiling. 
Segue to Taras Theme." Segue to a more martial melody, and the cur¬ 
tain rises to reveal the 32-piecc Hilton Orchestra. The room fills with 
smoke and green lasers, A rocket ship descends from the roof and dis¬ 
charges its one passenger. The smoke thickens, the rocket ascends, and 
in a moment, Wayne is revealed, adjusting the oversize bow tie on his 
tuxedo. (The vest and trousers are a zippered, one-piece unit.) He walks 
down a curved set of steps and begins his first song. At every one of the 
six shows I attended, it was an old Elvis Presley number, "T-R-O-U-6- 
L-E." ('The songs aren't always the same, but the pacing is something 
that's been the same for many, many years/' he explained larer. As a 
matter of fact, during the Gulf War, Wayne opened each show with 
America" instead of the rather differently paced Elvis tuned 

For the next two hours (that's right, two hours), Wayne works hard. 
He will remind the audience he's working hard. His orchestra will play 
a chaser after each big number to give Wayne bowing time. He ll wipe 
his face with a towel {see "98 Percent—No, Make That 100 Percent^- 
Perspiration/' page 51] tossed to him by conductor Don Vincent 
("He's one of die most brilliant musicians and best friends a man could 
have") and ask the crowd, "So, you like that kind of music?1' If the re¬ 
sponse is lukewarm, lie'll try another genre. Most nights he’ll abruptly 
cut some songs off mid-verse. By the end of the show, Wayne has done 
so much trial and error that he has customized the evening. Country 
music, gospel, standards, rock n‘ ml!, ballads, whatever it takes. Not 
only that, bur he'll play trumpet, guitar, banjo, piano and fiddle. His 
biggest, lushest arrangements often result in standing ovations, as 
though it were Wayne Newton who'd made "Heartbreak Hotel" a hit 
and Wayne Newton whom they’d all remem¬ 
bered singing "Bridge Over Troubled Water." 

And there are jokes. During his rendition of 
Bobby Darin's "Splish Splash/' the string section 
mimes swimming. Later one musician routinely 
drops his pants, after which the other players 
hold up swim-meet judges' cards. 

"Where are you from, sir? Oh, you're from 
right here? Oh, Indian no pick on you. Indian 
get his tepee burned down. Yeah! Ooh-wee! 
You really live right here? Is this your wife, or 
are you on a business trip? How long? How 
long? Fifty-one years of marriage? Oh, my God, 
that's a lot of suffering. Have you got any little 
ones? Three? One of each? " 

Then, inevitably, rhe patter becomes mce> 
superpowerfully sincere, treacly even: T want to 
tell you, you’re a very handsome couple. God bless you, and we wish 
you another 15 i years of happiness. Thank you for sharing this 
evening with us. Is there a captain here? A maftre d? Yes—pretty 
lady—see this lovely couple right here? Would you please bring them 
a bottle of champagne and four glasses? From me?" 

Wayne also offers irequent, fulsome citations of his orchestra; ,lIf 
you will, a big, big round of applause for unequivocally one of the 
finest orchestras in the entire wrorld," Soloists get the guy-to-guy ver¬ 
sion of a blown kiss, which is a salute that turns into the thumbs-up 
sign, and the fellows seem to relish the gesture. 

Which js not to say Wayne isn’t a strict taskmaster. No one on his 

Raindrops on Roses 
and Whiskers 

on" 

WAYNE NEWTON S TEN FAVORITE THINGS 

Favorite respectable food: 

angel-hair-pas la marina ra 

Favorite New York fast food: 
hot dogs 

Favorite Beaties song: 

“Yesterday” 

Favorite book; 
Gone With the Wind 

Favorite drink: 
vodka 

Favorite living actress; 
Jadyn Smith 

Favorite day: 

a three-way tie among 
December 17, / 986, the day the jury 
decided against NBC in his libel case; 

July 4, 1 983, the day he 
played the Mall in Washington after 

Interior Secretary1 James Watt 
created a stink over the Beach Boys' 

performing; any day he's entertaining 
U.S. troops overseas, which he last 

didin 1990 

Favorite long gun; 
30-06 

Favorite handgun: 

Colt 45 

Favorite fragrance: 
Paco Rabanne 

“LB. 
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payroll skips work, ever, ' When 1 

lose both of my parents/' he says, 'I 

went to work the same night," Any¬ 

thing else is "self-indulgent/' If you 

work for Wayne and you re not in 

the hospital, "there's no excuse good 

enough, A great many of them have 

lost a parent, and they might catch a 

red-eye out and go take care of fami¬ 

ly business the next morning, hut 

they're back by show time/1 

Wayne doesn't imagine a day 

when he’d quit. He refers to "those 

of us who do Las Vegas the way that 

we do it—meaning it truly is a call¬ 

ing,” Mark Moreno and Wayne 

would nevertheless like to see an ex¬ 

pansion of Wayne in the market¬ 

place, Before he handled him. 

manager. Do you remember when you told me that if Wayne Newton 

ever took his acting seriously, I should call you?' He said, Absolutely, 

I remember that/ Well, I made chat up —absolutely made it up. And I 

said to him, HHes taking his acting seriously now, and J understand 

you're casting your next Bond movie, and we d like to be in it/ " 

Acting, Wayne says, 'offers me something that being Wayne New¬ 

ton doesn't. It offers me the chance to work with people 1 wouldn't 

come in contact with any other way. And it offers me the chance to 

stretch—artistically/1 

You’re probably wondering what his house is like. Casa de 

Shenandoah is surrounded by a high cement-block wall. Its name in 

cursive script on a sign out front cells you that you've found it and not, 

say, a security-conscious country club. 

All 52 acres are green — intensely green—in the desert land¬ 

scape, thanks to a vast irrigation system. Horses graze, peacocks 

strut. The main house was designed by Wayne in an ante- 

bellum-meets-Arabian style. The facade of the house has tali col¬ 

umns, and the steps are covered in elaborate ceramic tiles. 

Moreno observed, “Wayne was still 

doing what Wayne is great at, but 

the career was not expanding. I 

wanccd him to do serious television, 

and I wanted him to become a fea¬ 

ture-film star. Which are all visions 

he shared.” The new agent at Triad, 

Moreno says, ' sees the same vision. 

You have ro see the vision/' 

In 1989, Wayne had a role in the 

James Bond movie Licence to Ktli 

The vision was being realized! He 

played an evil televangelist. “About 

four years ago/' Moreno says, 'when 

we started on this quest for motion 

pictures, everybody said, You can't 

cross over/ Then we were lucky 

enough to know Cubby Broccoli, 

who owns the Bond movies. We 

called him, and I knew he was cast¬ 

ing for Licence to Kill. And I said, 

Mr. Broccoli, you may not remem¬ 

ber me, but I am Wayne Newton's 

HOWARD HUGHES AND ELVIS. THE HIGHER 

UP YOU GET. THE LESS AND LESS YOU 

HAVE IN COMMON WITH EVERYBODY ELSE." 

Two rosebushes attend the front door. The blossoms arc silk. 

The living room, carpeted in thick ivory, has a carhedral ceiling, 

and its center is sunken. Not surprisingly, there are gilt Louis Quinze 

pieces, which Wayne has been collecting over the last five years. 

Wayne loves crystal too, and he has illuminated cases full of prized 
pieces as well as some of his collection of Impressionist drawings, es¬ 

pecially (and not surprisingly) Renoirs. An elevator, an everyday din¬ 

ing room, a formal dining room with more Renoirs, a room that’s 

filled with videorapes and guns, a poolroom (with a crystal-legged 

pool table, not surprisingly), a Dali {Etude de Gala Nue)^ a Toulouse- 

Lautrec {Portrait de Femme de la Maison de la Rue d'Ambotse), Pissarros, a 

Marie Laurencin* a Matisse {M&dele Posant Assis de Dos), more than one 

Keane and a Red Skelton clown. (In New York City for a recent per¬ 

formance, he spent one morning at Sotheby's to check out the Impres¬ 

sionist drawings from an upcoming sale. The staff seemed genuinely 

thrilled to sec him. This included chairman John Marion, who was 

rushing out to lunch, as well as all those thin, well-dressed heirs and 

heiresses. Wayne's photo was on at least two desks, and no one had 

been expecting him. “We have a log of important stars and money 

clients/' Wayne's person at Sotheby's, Roberta Louckx, later told me. 

“But no one has another photograph of anyone else. He's the only 

one.'1 And one of his Sotheby's fans, Louckx points out, “is from 

Fishers Island.'1) 

The Red Room is his sanctum, crammed to the gills with souvenirs 

of VegasT Republicanism and Indiatiobilia. Here is a partial catalog of 

what’s in that red-felt-covered office: gold records CDanke Schoen" 

and "Daddy Don't You Walk So Fast”); Frank Sinatra's old microphone 

(Wayne refers to Sinatra as Mr. Sinatra, just as he refers to Kirk Kerko- 

rian and jack Benny as Mr. Kerkorian and Mr. Benny); lots of crystal; 

signed framed pictures and letters from Jackie Gleason ('Mr Glea- 
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son ), George Burns, Bob Hope, Bobby Darin, John Wayne, Michael 

Landon (with Dan Blocker and Lome Greene), Jerry Lewis, Robert 

Goulet, Mr, Sinatra, California governor Pete Wilson, Jehan Sadat, 

John Paul JI and Reagan, Reagan, Reagan, 

There are framed invitations to White House dinners, framed infor¬ 

mal notes from Ron and Nancy thanking Wayne for his help with the 

entertainment for the 1981 inauguration, and a huge bust of Reagan 

planted under the desk. A plaque is also planted in the ground outside, 

commemorating the exact rime and spot where President Reagan 

stood during a campaign stop. And Mark Moreno says that 

when Wayne's former lawyer Frank Fahrenkopf ran the Republican 

Party under Reagan, they often “had business meetings right In the 

White House/' 

Upstairs are three bedrooms—one for Wayne, one for Erin and 

one for Sister Barbara, whom die Newtons call Sister for short. Wayne 

says he's so conscious of being Erin s role model and disciplinarian 

that he has his special lady friends stay on the property in one of the 

guesthouses. 

Wayne keeps his 14 vintage cars here. He's got a wine cellar and a 

huge pantry, In other words, the Casa is self-contained, Wayne tells 

me, "Its frighteningly easy to become a recluse/' He's thinking of his 

friends Mr Hughes and Elvis. li\ think most people perceive a Howard 

Hughes, an Elvis, [as] being afraid of people, either from a bodily- 

harm standpoint or, in Mr. Hughess case, [from] being sued every 

other minute. I believe the higher up on that mountain you get, the 

less and less you have in common with everybody else/' 

In April, Wayne will turn 50. Ht is a thinker who scribbles his 

most profound thoughts in a special folder he keeps in his bathroom. 

llGne of my favorites—and this was because when I did something on¬ 

stage that the gays considered to be antigay, I got a whole slew of mail 

on it, and l thought, Isn't it a shame that people cannot find happiness in 

what they are but only in defense of it? Its those kinds of things I write 

down." For Wayne the philosopher, the highest virtue is loyalty: “My 

least favorite quality is disloyalty. One who is disloyal, as far as I’m 

concerned, has no reason to live." He chuckles a second. "And 1 don't 

care whether its a wife or brother or sister or mother. 

Speaking of familial disloyalty, Wayne and his brother, a Vegas ex- 

con who Wayne thinks is trying to become an agent, have been es¬ 

tranged for years. This Newton doesn't think they’ll ever be close 

again. ,lI find no fault with him. We re just oil and vinegar; we don’t 

mix. Besides, he says after a pause, “i wouldn’t give you two cents to 

be Wayne Newton's brother, either. Thar’s a rough cross to bear.” 

Wayne Newton was born in Roanoke, but he has lived in Vegas 

since he was 17, He enjoys immense respect and admiration from ordi¬ 
nary Las Vegans—the main road from the airport into town is Wayne 

Newton Boulevard—but what the city really gives him is something 

more elemental: Only in this sexy vacation dream circa i960, this con¬ 

coction of the mob inhabited by Mormons, only here can he be certain 

chat no one will smirk at the very idea of Wayne Newton, superstar. 

The single time he felt his Las Vegas comfort seriously jeopardized was 

during the early 1980s, after the NBC report about the mob. During 

that time, did he ever consider moving, putting the Aladdin and the 

casinos and the allegations and the rest of it behind him, cashing out 

and getting away for good? He seems astounded by the question. It 

wasn't Las Vegas doing it to me/1 Leave Vegas? His voice sinks to a 

hoarse whisper. “Where would I go?" J} 

98 Percent- 
No, Make That lOO 

Percent— 
Perspiration 

SWEAT ETIQUETTE AMONG VEGAS ROYALTY 

In l^as Vegas, performers don t pretend 

not to perspire; instead, they make it a 

major part of their shows—sweat as 

production value. 

Sweats pioneer 

was, of course, El¬ 

vis. Wearing the 

signature white 

jumpsuits of his 

final decade, Elvis 

just let it pour 

down his head, 

down his face and 

through the laces 

that crisscrossed 

his chest. Occasion¬ 

ally he would rub 

his hand over his 

face, but that's all—the rest of him 

would be not just damp but awashr 

sopping, 

Probably the premier living show biz 

sweater is Tom Jones, When he performs 

at Bally!i with a five-piece rock band, 

the beads of man-detv {is it sweat or pure 

testosterone?) glisten all over. Women, 

the majority of his audience, know the 

drill. The well-prepared will come 

bearing flowers or other gifts (one brought 

a Nintendo Came Boy for Jones s 

grandson the night I saw the show) as 

well as tarty undergarments, Tom, who 

is less voluble than Wayne, will savor 

the panties, saying something liker u0h, 

VictoriaTr—a reference, / assumed\ to 

Victorias Secret—or u My favorite 

brand!" 'Then he will wipe his face with 

the panties and hand them back to his 

breathless fan, She will also get a kiss on 

the mouth, One particularly insistent fan 

refused to accept her purple C -string back 

until she had wiped sweat from Jones's 

chest too> 

Wayne s signature sweat gesture is less 

theatrical♦ His conductor will 

occasionally Mr a small white towel to 

Wayne, who will wipe, then toss it back. 

Sometimes, trumpeter A l Lon go, the 

troupe comedian, will refer to Wayne’s 

sweat: "You make out {like} you*re 

sweating for the girls." 7 am sweatingt" 

Wayne responds, —L.B, 
Copyrighted 4 



Bsl« it or not there are Americans on, there * have nice things to say ahont Sadta Hussein, 

Nrcolae CeaU§esco and the murderous governments of Zaire, Myanmar and 

better access to your congressman than yon do. They're lobbyists, and they 

for fascists and schmoozing on be¬ 

half of tyrants, blithely waltzing through life as 

El Salvador—and they have 

earn hundreds of thousands 

A typical assortment of Washington swei ls has m . 

*** EgyPtlan ambassadors residences reception too NVERGhn beneath the domed ceiling of 

Egypt’s National Da, Prince Bandar b^n TCu ^ ^ —on of 

^ are Ambassador Absalon Mamba of Swaziland r ambassad<* to the United States, is present 

Eagleburger, the enormous deputy secretary of Stare Ed Fdghan o{ °b‘0 and Lawrence 

Who, dapper in his tan suit and assured in his handsh T thegathered is Edwardj. van Kioberg W 

^t, he ,s nothing of the sort: He is a lobbyist and not the^ ^ ^ feSpectabie diplomat. In 

a-national-bortle-bill kind. As a congressional mde 7 u ?"“** NadefJsh> why-canWhave- 

of Van Kleberg's unless youVe killed 10,000 peopleld “i n7 ^ *"“* “Y°U Can’£ be a c^nt 

eponymous firm has represented Saddam Hussem^Ty " 7 ^ Va" ^bergs 

despots Nicolae Ceau5escu of Romania and Samud * ^7f jSek° and the 

an Kioberg says wistfully). A current Van Kioberg chenr the & ( ^ ^ ^ dl3aPP^nng,” 

Burma), „ perhaps best known just now for irs cone " °f ^nmar (formerly 

the recent recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize “"Pmonment of Aung San Suu Kyi 

Sleazy, ethically lite lobbyists are not 2 - 

Kioberg seems to have taken venal * COmpili«* bis client list. Van 

1 tapC' When a rcPorter sidles up to him and asks “Ren * 7 feveIs ln h,s viJlamy, flaunting 

*->*, 221 Z Cntmg any0ne SC^0US these days?; 

1 ^ # ul A LX' I J-.* F£ I "Copyrighted material 





Van Kloberg smiles broadly and re¬ 

plies sdf-mockingly, 'No —I've 

turned respectable.” 

The unseemliness of Van Klo- 

bergs chosen career is compounded 

by its sharkish competitiveness. 

Lurking in the same waters at the 

embassy party is a rivalT Denis 

Neill, infamous in certain legisla¬ 

tive circles for his erstwhile practice 

of arranging prepaid pizza deliver¬ 

ies to congressional-committee staffs 
during bill markups. (These days 

Neill and his associates forgo the 

free-food tactic, simply sending 

personal campaign contributions to 

legislators whose committee assign¬ 

ments usually jibe with his clients' 

interests.) Neill's skill at shaping 

legislation, legendary on Capitol 

Hill, has resulted in his being 

awarded the accounts of the Ken¬ 

yan and Pakistani governments — 

Kenyan president Daniel arap Moi 

has recently made news for jailing 

opposition leaders, ■while Pakistan 

is obsessed with obtaining nuclear 

warheads. 

While Neill has more than held 
his own against the cutthroat Van 

Kloberg, other, lesser competitors 

haven't been as successful. Last 

spring, for example, after Van Klo- 
berg won a contract to represent the 

post-Sandinista Nicaraguan gov¬ 

ernment headed by Violeta Cha¬ 

morro, he became convinced that 

another lobbyist the 

Nicaraguans had 

hired, Paul Reichler 

of the firm Reich¬ 

ler & Soble, was 
bad-mouthing him. 

So Van Kloberg 

launched a leak- 

and-destroy mission 

to alert conserva¬ 

tive journalists that 

Reichler had once 

represented the San- 

dinistas and wras 

therefore a Com¬ 

mie-symp oppor¬ 

tunist who didn't 

deserve his S7,00G- 

a-month contract. 

The right-wing press 
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responded with appropriate indig¬ 

nation, and Reichler was dumped, 

“Our business is ridiculous, and 

our fees are outlandish” says one 

lobbyist of the dirty work he and his 

colleagues routinely do, “But there 

are people wrho do worse things and 

make more money," True enough — 

but they're called criminals, HOW DO LOBBYISTS LIKE VAN 

Kloberg and Neill sleep at 

night knowing that they’re car¬ 

rying water for regimes that 

practice or permit the slaugh¬ 

ter of students, the enslavement of 

children, the murder of priests and 

other sundry evils? Van Kloberg, 

for his part, says that what he does 

is no different from what a crimi¬ 

nal lawyer does: tell his client's 

side of the story And sometimes, he 

says, he "brings a country to democ¬ 

racy" to boot. In fact, one of Van 

Kloberg's many atrocious client 

countries — the inconsequential 
Suriname— moved toward democ¬ 

racy wThile he wras on its payroll. 

John Donaldson, a lobbyist with 

Black, Manafort, Srone and Kelly, 

shares Van Kloberg's mentality. 

When a friendly congressional aide 

cook Donaldson aside to express 

his misgivings about the Black, 

Manafort clients Kenya and So¬ 

malia (no longer a client), saying, 

John, these guys are real bad” 

Donaldson responded, T£ah, I 

know. But we re really trying to per- 

suade them to clean up their act’’ 

That kind of rationalization — 

that these lobbyists are actually 

reformers encouraging dramatic 

changes in the governments they 

represent —is a standard form of 

Washington self-delusion. “I sup¬ 

pose that's howr they manage to look 

themselves in the mirror in the 
morning, says a congressional aide. 

In a similar spirit, one lobbyist has 

convinced himself that his client 

governments are not oppressors but 

victims of oppression — from con¬ 

gressmen who vote to restrict aid to 

them, "Its like putting a guy in jail 

and whipping him,” the lobbyist 

says of such restrictions. It dis¬ 

criminates against these countries," 

Whether most lobbyists are worth 

the exorbitant fees paid to them is 

another matter. Many uTithin the 

profession are willing to bash it, 

describing lobbyists as ineffective 

and overpriced—as long as they're 

talking about other lobbyists, 
David Fenton, who specializes in 

"Of Business is 
one iduvisl 1 

,. i. i. 
- r i i\ n IjL . 

fees are oiuianllstc says 
wet do worse things and make 

more money.” / 
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STRATEGIES FOR 
FLACKING 
Denis Neill {far left) 
sends Congress free 
pizza. Edward van Klo- 
berg (in how tie) just 
tells people that Sam¬ 
uel Doe (fopT dead), 
Saddam Hussein (mid¬ 
dle) and Nicolae Ceau- 
5escu (bottom) .aren't 
such bad guys. 
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lefty causes and has represented 

Angola s Marxist government in its 

Capitol Hill battles against the 

Black, Manafort-represented An¬ 

golan rebel organization UN1TA* 

says, “It’s a bit of a racket. Lobbying 

and PR firms frequently rip off for- 

eign governments. They promise to 

do influence^peddling, but in many 

cases, they don't have influence to 

peddle" An ambassador to 

the ILS. from a Latin Ameri¬ 

can country concurs, 'What 

I hear from my colleagues 

{in diplomatic circles] is 

how much money they pay 

and how little they get in 

return," he says. "They say, 'I 

have a lobbying firm that I'm 

paying $25,000 a month, 

and Lm getting nothing,"' 

Much of the skepticism is 

directed toward the big- 

name, high-priced firms like 

Black, Manafort and Hill 

and Knowlton, whose an¬ 

nual fees for one account 

can exceed $1 million. These 

firms’ subtle handiwork, 

critics say, is often too subtle 

to be noticed. A prominent 

Senate aide wrho has worked 

on the Hill for more than a 

decade says, "Outside of a 

press release or mo, Fve never 

met with Hill and Knowlton, 

You read about them getting 

all this money, but we shake 

our heads and wonder what 

they're doing for it'" 

Black, Manafort channels 

considerable zeal into steal¬ 

ing clients from rival lobby¬ 

ists, The firm tried to Out- 

maneuver Van Kloberg for 

the rights to represent Zaires 

President Mobutu in his 

1989 visit to Washington, 

even though Van Kloberg had al¬ 

ready won the contract. According 

to Van Kloberg and others, Black, 

Manafort was angling for a long¬ 

term deal with Mobutu when the 

firm brazenly informed congres¬ 

sional aides and members of the 

State Department that it was han¬ 

dling the leopard-skin-hatted, stu¬ 

dent-murdering dictators junket. 

(A Black, Manafort spokesperson 

denies those charges.) Black, Mana¬ 

fort didn't succeed in its campaign 

to handle the Washington visit, but 

a short while later it won a $1 mil¬ 

lion contract from Mobutu that, 

like several others the company has 

got over the years, was not renewed. 

As it turns out, Black, Mana- 

Zairians. During the intense pitch¬ 

ing for Mobutu’s account, several 

rival lobbying firms pointed out 

that Black, Manafort was embroiled 

in the HUD scandal and had ad¬ 

mitted to receiving $326,000 in 

consulting fees in connection with 

a dubious housing project. But the 

accompanying wave of hostile press 

and congressional denunciations 

didn't deter the Zairians one whit. 

That only shows how important 

they are!11 said an impressed mem¬ 

ber of the Mobutu regime. Simi¬ 

larly, Van Kloberg won lobbying 

contracts writh the governments of 

Lesotho and Syria despite his 1984 

toes of murderous regimes is really 

no different from small-time, Tin 

Pan Alley-style hucksterism. In 

the 1980s the notorious string- 

puller Tommy Boggs of Patton, 

Boggs Sc Blow sought to soften U.S. 

restrictions on aid to Guatemala by 

felony conviction tor forg¬ 

ing proof-of-contracmal- 

agreement letters from vari¬ 

ous embassies in order to 

obtain a $60,000 bank loan. 

Among the embassies whose 

letters Van Kloberg had 

fabricated were those of.,. 

Lesotho and Syria. Ifc NCE THE CONTRACTS 

I have been signed, the 

■ real work—the free 

I pizza deliveries, the 

W misleading press re¬ 

leases, the lavishly catered 

meetings between congres¬ 

sional staffs and Third 

World despots — begins. Van 

Kloberg's lobbying style is a 

throwback to an earlier era 

of press-agentry: He hosts 

swank luncheons at the 

Jockey Club and treats the 

ambassadors and reporters 

who come to his elegant 

apartment for dinner to a 

tour of his bathroom, dec* 

orated from floor to ceiling 

with 160 photos of Van Klo¬ 

berg with world leaders and 

celebrities ranging from Mo¬ 

butu to Mrs. Anwar Sadat. 

The wining and dining fee- 

quendy pays off: Some of the 

officials he’s feted praise Van 

Kloberg as an effective, even 

honest, lobbyist. 

fort's underhandedness was actu- For other lobbyists, the legwork 

ally an attractive selling point to the that goes into championing the vir- 

lo’s the Sleaziest ol Them Ah? 
Below, SPY offers its Blood-on-the-Hands Index, 

a ranking of the moral turpitude of seven lobbying and 

public-relations firms. Rankings are determined 

according to the number of human-rights violations 

committed by clients and the fees charged by the firm. 

RANK 8LQ0D-0N-THE- PARTIAL LIST OF PAST 

LOBBYIST HANDS RATING ANO PRESENT CLIENTS 

1. Black, 
Manafort, 
Stone and 
Kelly 

Somalia, Zaire, Nigeria* Kenya* 
the Philippines (Marcos era), 
Peru, the Bahamas, the National 
Union for Total Independence of 
Angola (UNJTA), the Dominican 
Republic 

2. Van 
Kloberg & 
Associates 

Iraq, Mali, Romania* Liberia* 
Rwanda, Haiti, Myanmar, Zaire 

3. Hill and 
Knowlton 
Inc, w 

Turkey, the People's Republic of 
China* Ckisens for a Free Kuwait, 
Haiti (Duvalier era)* Angola, 
Saudi Arabia, South Korea. Ad nan 
Khashoggi, Bank of Credit and 
Commerce International (BCCI) 

4, Neill and &j| 
Company Inc, 

■ Liberia, Pakistan, El Salvador, 
Kenya, Jordan, Kuwait, the 

igj Sudan 

5Patton, 
Boggs & W* 
Blow y 

f. > 
Guatemala 

6. O'Connor ^4 
& Hannan ■ 

J* Bolivia, Ecuador, El Salvador 

7. Tom The Dominican Republic 
Scanlon 
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Alliance account, Stu Sweet 

of Black, Manafort, Stone and 

Kelly was the most skeptical, 

asking Hofer, 'How would the 

German people fed if there were 

American companies that had 

computer games char said, ‘Kill as 

Van K: Exactly, And 

anybody who does 

not know that is a 

fool. And it's a 

marvelous thing to 

watch. It's an extraordinary 

thing to watch. 

"■■■hat if Rudolf Hess wanted 
111 Van KLoberg to take the 

Nazi account in 1939?” says 

■fa congressional aide, referring 

m Br to Washington's most 

shameless lobbyist, "Would he have 

done it?” Though time's forward 

march prevents us from answering 

this question unequivocally, a 

similar, latter-day scenario presents 

itself: Would Edward van Kloberg 

rake on one of Germany 's nascent 

neo-Nazi organizations as a client? 

In order to End out, spy dreamed 

up the German People's Alliance, a 

small extremist political party with 

its base in Bremerhaven—the same 

city wrhere an actual xenophobic far- 

right party, the German People's 

Union, unexpectedly won 10 percent 

of the vote in City Council elections 

last year. Our operative, putatively 

an Alliance member named Sabina 

Holer, telephoned Van Kloberg and 

other lobbyists to see if they were 

interested in bringing the Alliance's 

agenda—We want to stop immigration 

offoreigners into Germany; we want our 

own voice in the US. Congress to counter 

the pro-}twish claque; wt want to reclaim 

Poland—to Capitol HilL 
Hofcr told the lobbyists that a 

delegation of Alliance members was 

planning to visit Washington in 

March, and that the organization was 

whiling to spend $50,000 to $90,000 

for about six months' to a year s 

work. Though she denied that the 

Alliance was a neo-Nazi group, 

Hofcr's speech was nevertheless laced 

with conspicuously familiar rhetoric. 

She complained that the American 

media is "in the hands of the Jews” 

and characterized the German and 

Austrian computer programmers 

whose much-publicized software 

allows players to operate simulated 

concentration camps as "just children 

playing ' She lamented the influx of 

Gypsies in Germany, claiming, “It is 

genetically proven that they are 

thieves, and spoke of the Alliance's 

goal ro ' make Germany great again.” 

To their credit, most of the 

lobbyists contacted did not seem 

especially eager to take on the 

many Germans as possible?'1 A Hill 

and Knowlton employee named Bob 

Wireek politely informed Holer that 

the firm now has offices in Frankfurt 

and Munich, but failed to fulfill his 

promise to call her back later in the 

day. David Todd of Patron, Boggs & 

Blow wanted to see some of the 

organization's literature before he 

made any commitment, Robert 

Johnson, the attorney who worked 

with lobbyist Tom Scanlon on the 

Dominican Republic account, fondly 

recalled the time he spent in 

Bremerhaven on a military exercise 

some years ago, bur he too offered 

only to discuss the matter further. 

Predictably, Edward van Kloberg 

wras a different story. Having heard 

through the Capitol Hill grapevine 

that a small, rightist German 

political party was making the 

lobbyist rounds, he immediately 

sought to establish credibility with 

Hofer by mentioning the exploratory 

work he had done three years ago for 

Jean-Mane LePem the odious anti- 

immigrations whose extreme- 

rightist party had achieved alarming 

success m France, 

Avuncular and charming, Van 

Kloberg explained the ropes to 

Hofer, "You see, consulting and 

lobbying here is what we call a 

necessary evil/' he said. "The 

American system is built around a 

lobbyist or public-relations person 

who represents and facilitates 

dialogue/' After some affable 

d iscussion of the Alliance's 

objectives, Hofer spoke of her party's 

growing influence, 

Flofer; We know that by the year 

2000 wre will be a very strong 

representation of the German people. 

Van Kloberg: Germany will he 

Europe by the year 2000. 

H: Or Europe will be Germany, 

H: They have suffered very’ much this 

century. We found we had 

accomplished so much, and now it is 

beginning ro fall apart. And that is 

one of the things we want to change. 

We want to make Germany great 

again. 

Van K; Well, since I'm of German 

origin, I could not agree with you 

more. 

H: I thought so. 

Van K: [Laughs] And I believe in 

many of the tenets that you believe 

in. So we are not very far apart, my 

dear. 

H; Thar is very comforting. 
Van K: You will also find that there 

are a lot of people in America who 

feel that way. It has just not been 

presented to them. 

Van Kloberg proceeded to offer 

possible strategies for the Alliance. 
Then the personal bonding began, 

H: Where is your parents from? 
Van K: Well, it's in Poland now. 

H: Yes, ack\ Thank you! This is 

another thing that we wrant to do, 

the German lands that are in Poland, 

We want to arrange— 

Van K: That never should have 
happened. 
H; Exactly, 

Van K: Never/ 

H: Do you think it is possible that 

we can have that nullified and that 

we can have the German lands be 

German again? 

Van K: As long as Germany 

continues to move as it is moving 

now, entirely possible. 

H: What do you mean? I don't think 

it is moving actually good. 

Van K: Well, as you know* the 

economy has to go up. As long as the 

economy is strong, every body will 

need Germany. Everybody. 
H: So that we can— 
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OF HE FilHIEO." 
Van K: Then you can move in and 

say, "rot this, that and the other 

thing/' It never should have 

happened, It happened for political 

expediency, hut it certainly should 

be high on the agenda for the return. 

For greater Germany. 

In a follow-up conversation that rook 

place two days before David Duke's 

defeat in the Louisiana governor's 

race, \ infer spoke to Van Kloberg 

about establishing friendships in 

America, 

H: We would like to know which is 

the best congressman and senator, 

and what is with this Mr. Duke' But 

that is governor. 

Van K: Yes, I don't chink he'll win. 

H: That is a pityi because we're 

hoping that the climate—' 

Van K; That h a pity. But the 

climate, what it has opened, is the 

key. 

H: You know, we have problems 

with our Turks, with immigrants 

and the little jews chat are left. But 

here in New York I see these 

blacks—this is terrible. 

Van K: It's a different ball game, 

There is something called the silk- 

stocking district in New York. 

Uuni£t>\ j It's from Fifth Avenge on 

over to Third Avenue from about 

iUrh up to H6tb, and that's the only 

place you can be in New York, 

[Lttatghs.] 
H: Th is Mr, Duke has some 
propositions--this would be nice. 

Van K: Uh-huh. 

H: Since the American people are 

listening, too* this is also very 

important. 

Van K: Nlo question. It lias opened 
an entire new chapter,, „ [La tig fa] I’m 

going to enjoy this conversation with 

all of you. Q<tish. 

Later the same day. Holer called 

Van Kloberg back to tell him that 

one of the Alliance's leaders had 

been attacked by anarchists in 

Germany, rendering lurcher 

conversation impossible tor the 

time being. ^ 

getting the House Appropriations 

Committee to officially praise the 

military governments progress to¬ 

ward democracy. That strategy 

didn’t work, so Boggs, in a salvage 

effort, met later in the day with one 

of the aides most staunchly op¬ 

posed to the U.S.'s making any 

pro-Guatemala noises, "What's 

your problem with the language?/ 

Boggs asked the aide, 

It doesn’t conform to reality,” the 

aide responded. These guys are 

murderers and thugs/ 

"What would convince you that 

they're moving in the right direc¬ 

tion// Boggs asked, 

"For example, Id be impressed il 

they undertook a land-reform pro¬ 

gram T the aide said. 

"You want a land-reform pro¬ 

gram?," Boggs said with why-didn't- 

you-say-so eagerness. "I can have a 

land-re form program on your desk 

this afternoon/ 

This gambit didn't work. "You 

cant do serious land reform in 13 

minutes/ the aide says now. “It was 

one of the most cynical attempts at 

manipulation I'd ever seen," 

But manipulation is what lobby¬ 

ing is all about. The business of 

making Saddams and Mob urns 

seem like good guys worthy of U.S, 

aid is a carefully strategized mix¬ 

ture of hype, dissembling, flattery 

and excuses. Van Kloberg s game 

plan for Zaire made the most of 

Mobutu's role in brokering an 

agreement between the opposing 

forces in the Angolan civil war (al¬ 

though Mobutu’s self-serving tactics 

nearly sank the peace process in 

the first round of negotiations) and 

trumpeted Mobutu's promise last 

Apri 1 to a 1 low m u Iti par ry de mocracy 
and Iree elections. The congressional 

aides weren't buying it. "Well, wasn't 

that a positive step forward," said 

one of them to Van Kloberg, "You 

just haven't mentioned that the gov¬ 

ernment gunned down a dozen stu¬ 

dents three weeks later, and that 

Mobutu told his own party [regard¬ 

ing his promises of democracy] that 

he didn’t really mean it. 

At other times, Van Kloberg had 

the gall to compare Zaire to Poland 

and other reformist Eastern Euro¬ 

pean countries, sending out a press 

release bearing the title 'The World's 

Emerging Democracies: Czechoslo¬ 

vakia, Hungary, Poland, Nicaragua, 

Panama and Zaire/ The notion of 

Mobutu as an African Lech Walesa 

didn't wash with Congress, and 

Zaire has faced the threat of a total 

cutoff of military and economic aid 

since 1989. To help along the Zair¬ 

ian cause, Van Kloberg s firm not 
only made available pro-Mobutu 

speeches for congressmen to deliver 

but later sent $1,000 checks to 

lour of the House’s Mobutu mouth¬ 

pieces, Representatives Connie 

Morelia (D-Md,), Jack Fields (D- 

Tex,), Dan Burton (R-lnd.) and 

Charles Pa shay an (R-Calif), Alas, 

despite noble efforts like these, 

Zaire chose not to renew Van Klo¬ 

berg s $300,000-a-year contract 

when it expired a lew months ago. 

For Liberia's besieged Samuel 

K. Doe, with whom he had an 

5800,000 contract in 1990, Van 

Kloberg offered all sorts of advice: 

to wear native garb on a Nightline 

a pp e a r a n ee, fa r exa m p 1 e, a n d to a n - 

nounce plans for multiparty democ¬ 

racy. In September 1990, Doe was 

killed and his body mutilated by 

rebel forces. Not only had Africa 

lost a leader, but Van Kloberg had 

lost about 5650,000 in client bill¬ 

ings. "Some say he acted too late,” 

Van Kloberg says now of his dead 

client, “but at least he did it/ 

Van Kloberg ascribes the same 

nobilttyr of purpose to his former 

client Saddam Hussein. He renewed 

his contract with Saddam even after 

learning that the Iraqi government 

had killed thousands of Kurdish 
civilians with chemical weapons. 

Van Kloberg says, because "there 

were more important considera¬ 

tions/ such as the American na¬ 

tional interest in resisting Iraq's foe 

Iran. The nearly $100,000 a year 
Van Kloberg received from Iraq was 

most definitely not a factor. 

More recently Van Kloberg has 

been scrambling to explain to 

members of the House and Senate 
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longer line M Place, Manalont wanted peace negotiaiians," says 
a conservative congressional aide sympathetic la Wirt 

why the government of Myanmar 

refuses to recognize the results of a 

1990 election that swept the Nobel 

laureate Aung San Suu Kyi's parry 

to victory. Van Kloberg this fall ar¬ 

ranged for U Thaung, Myanmar's 

ambassador to the U.S., to meet 

with more than 20 Congressmen, 

The chat with Democrat: Stephen 

Solarz, chairman of the House Sub¬ 

committee on Asian and Pacific 

Affairs, didn't go coo well, Frepped 

by Van Kloberg, the ambassador ar¬ 

gued that his government hadn’t yet 

recognized the election because, a 

year and a half later, ir was still 

"validating" the results. As for Aung 

San Suu Kyi's imprisonment— she 

is on a hunger strike to protest the 

government's injustices — the am¬ 

bassador explained that she had 

Violated the law," The law he re¬ 

ferred to is an arcane one protect¬ 

ing the state from destructionists.” 

As one might expect, Van Klo- 

bcrg harbors no guilt about going 

along with this or any other ques¬ 

tionable party line he’s paid to de¬ 

fend, 'T don't have any problem 

sleeping at night" he says. 

There is a special, grim 

irony in a former Peace Corps 

directors lobbying on behalf 

of Third World oppressors. 

Joseph Blatchford, who ran the 

Peace Corps during the Nixon ad¬ 

ministration, now works for the 

firm O’Connor & Hannan, He has 

faced an uphill battle ever since he 

signed a $10,QG0-a-mcmth contract 

to represent right-wing El Salva¬ 

doran president Alfredo “Freddy” 

Cristiani. "All we heard over and 

over w as that he w as a puppet of the 

death squads, a creature of million¬ 

aire coffee growers,” Blatchford says. 

That unfortunate reputation is due 

in part to the fact that Cristiani 

was the candidate of the right-wing 

ARENA party, which was founded 

by death-squad mastermind Ro¬ 

berto DAubisson and supported by 

millionaire coffee growers. Blatch¬ 

ford s challenge: convincing Wash¬ 

ington that “Cristiani is a good guy," 

even as his government's military 

forces continue to gun down civil¬ 

ians, One of Cristiani s biggest sell¬ 

ing points, Blatchford notes with 

pride, is that "he speaks perfect 

English and went to 

Georgetown Univer¬ 

sity” — something 

that can also be said 

of William Kennedy 

Smith, 

Given the nature 

of El Salvador, 

Blatchford often 

finds himself in 

sticky situations. 

Two years ago, just 

after getting into the 

Crist iani-defending 

business, he ar¬ 

ranged a luncheon 

meeting between the 

new El Salvadoran 

ambassador and the 

House Foreign Af¬ 

fairs Committee But 

the day before the 

meeting, Blatchford 

says, "there was another human- 

rights violation”—the murder by 

El Salvadoran military officers of 

sixjesuit priests, their housekeeper 

and her daughter. Needless to say, 

that put a damper on the next day's 

proceedings. Nor were many in 

Washington happy with El Salva¬ 

dors “trial” last September of the 

seven soldiers and two officers in¬ 

dicted for killing the priests. Only 

the two officers were convicted, and 

the defense lawyer implicitly threat¬ 

ened to have the jury whacked — 

while the trial judge said he would 

flee El Salvador for his life. In 

November a special congressional 

task force investigating the Jesuit 

case concluded that there is strong 

circumstantial evidence char Cris- 

tianis defense minister helped 

plan the priests' murder. Massa¬ 

chusetts representative Joe Moak- 

ley, chairman of the task force, 

describes Blatchford’s arguments 

on behalf of El Salvador as "bull¬ 

shit,” So irritated did Moakley be¬ 

come over Blatchford's tactics, 

which he saw as an attempt to dis¬ 

credit the U.S. task force, that he ac¬ 

costed a partner of Blarchfords at a 

cocktail party and said, '"Don’t play 

any lucking games writh me. You 

guys keep this shit up and you wont 
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be getting anything from up here”— 

a reference to MOakley’s power as 

chairman of the House Rules Corm 

mittee to block any legislation affect¬ 

ing O'Connor & Hannans clients, 

David Todd of Patton, Boggs Sc 

Blow laces a predicament much like 

Blatchford's: A $220,000 contract 

obliges him to hype the Guatemalan 

government s meager efforts to pros¬ 

ecute those who commit atrocities 

in a country where the military rou¬ 

tinely kills civilians. The Bush ad¬ 

ministration, displeased by the still- 

unsolved murder of a U,S. citizen in 

Guatemala in 1990, asked that mili¬ 

tary aid be suspended. The country's 

recent attempt at a democratic gov¬ 

ernment, which was voted out of 

office a year ago, made little headway 

in stopping the torture and execution 

of activists, academics and peasants. 
In one meeting with aides to the 

members of the House Foreign 

Affairs Committee, Todd opened 

with praise for the progress Guate¬ 

malan president Jorge Serrano was 

making, but he lost any semblance 

of credibility when the aides put 

him on the defensive, asking him 

about Guatemala's rights viola¬ 

tions, "We should be careful throw¬ 

ing scones" Todd responded. He 

proceeded to liken the actions of 

the Guatemalan military to the 

abuses of the Los Angeles Police 
Department — as if rhe beating of 

Rodney King made it less appalling 

that Guatemalan soldiers shoot 

people in the streets, “I almost hit 

the ceiling" recalls a committee 

aide. 'There’s no comparison: The 

Guatemalan military has killed 
thousands and no one's ever been 

convicted, while the L.A. police¬ 

men were videotaped and are fac¬ 
ing trial" 

Guatemala's standing on Capitol 

Hill was dealt a further blow by alle¬ 

gations that in 1989 military person¬ 

nel raped an American nun. Sister 

Diana Ortiz, and scarred her with 

more than 100 cigarette burns. 

Guatemalan military officials had 
the gall to argue that Ortiz was a 

sadomasochist lesbian who liked be¬ 

ing burned on the back with cig¬ 

arette butts (an idea first floated by 

the U.S. embassy in Guatemala). 

This explanation didn't impress 

Congress, which voted last year to 

bar practically ail direct military 

aid to Guatemala, 

In September, Todd helped ar¬ 

range a damage-control visit by 

President Serrano to Washington. 

(The spin-doctoring was Jess than 

perfect: The headlines for two news¬ 

paper stories about Serrano's visit 

were military's reign of terror 

IN GUATEMALA and STILL-GHASTLY 

Guatemala.) Todd arranged meet¬ 

ings between Serrano and various 

human-rights groups and congres¬ 

sional staffs, but they didn’t come 

off as hoped. The lobbyists think 

that just because you're in the room 

with the president of a country, 
you'll lie down and die," says an 

aide. They think that we’re from 

Podunk and well be wowed.' ON ONE WALL OF FRANK MaN- 

kiewkz's office overlooking the 

Potomac is a poster that reads, 

WHEN YOUR CLIENTS ARE BE¬ 

ING TRIED IN THE PRESS,. „TALK 

TO us. we're hill and knowl- 

TON. Mankiewicz, vice chairman of 

the firm's public-relations division, 

derives his credentials and contacts 

from the liberal side of the fence: 

He was Robert Kennedy's campaign 

manager, then George McGovern’s, 

and later he was president of Na¬ 

tional Public Radio. Nowr his clients 

include China, with its forced-labor 

camps and habit of slaughtering 

dissidents; Turkey, which tortures 

political prisoners and kills human- 

rights activists (and, for good mea¬ 

sure, those who attend their fu¬ 

nerals); and Kuwait, the corrupt 
monarchy whose supporters paid 

Hill and Knowlton $10 million to 

make the case for Operation Desert 

Storm. Does the former liberal cru¬ 

sader feel any twinges of guilt, or 

worry that maybe he has sold out? "I 

don't see it as inconsistent with 

what I did before, he says. 
Odd, then, that last summer the 

New York-based Robert F. Ken¬ 

nedy Memorial Center for Human 

Rights chaired a special Washing¬ 

ton conference on torture and re¬ 

pression in Turkey. Mankiewicz 

nevertheless insists that Turkey 'is 

making great strides in human 

rights," though he isn't able to come 

up with any examples. Sometimes 

Hill and Knowlton s efforts to im¬ 

prove Turkey's image backfire. In 

1987, concerned about the immi¬ 

nent publication of a book in which 

an American woman recounted her 

brief, horrific incarceration in a 

Turkish prison, Hill and Knowlton 

chairman Bob Gray called the 

woman, Gene LePere, to try to dis¬ 

suade her from going ahead with 

the book. After the book appeared 

in 1988, Mankiewicz and Sukru 

Elekdag, the lurkish ambassador 

to the U.S., met with LePere to try to 
stop plans to turn the book into a 

made-for-television movie. The 

meeting went well until LePere and 

the ambassador rose to leave, where¬ 

upon a gun fell out of the ambas¬ 

sador's concealed shoulder holster. 

The ambassador hastened to ex¬ 

plain that he carried the gun to pro¬ 

tect himself from terrorists; the 

movie — entitled Dark Holiday — was 

filmed and broadcast nevertheless. 

On the other hand, Hill and 

Knowkon’s campaign for Kuwait 

was a successful, high-profile tour 

de force. The firm’s work was so ex¬ 

tensive that k angered a fcwf legisla¬ 

tors who now want to make it illegal 

for a foreign power to run a ’ war 

lobby." Mankiewicz says that all he 

and his firm did was make Ameri¬ 

cans aware of the culture and tradi¬ 

tions of Kuwait!’ Last May, ABCs Prim PH me 

Live, examining the claims of 
various human-rights groups, 

broadcast a report about how 

recruiters for the government 

of the Dominican Republic coax 

unemployed workers and homeless 

children across the border from 

Haiti by promising high-paying 

jobs. When the Haitians cross the 
border, ABC and the human-rights 

groups reported, they are captured 

by Dominican border guards and 
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immediately shipped to the sugar 

fields, where they are enslaved, 

more or less; Guards armed with 

shotguns stand by, and the workers 

put in 12-hour days cutting sugar¬ 

cane for as little as $3.50 a week in 

food vouchers. Both children and 
adults are generally forbidden to 

leave the camps. 
While it's hard to argue with a 

major news networks thoroughly 

vetted on-the-spot reportage, that’s 

just what Tom Scanlon, an advo¬ 

cate for the Dominican Republic, is 

paid to do, “I don't believe it,” he 

says as he is read the transcript of 

the ABC report. "Why enslave a 12- 

year-old to do a job he couldn't do?1' 

Scanlon sounds sincere, even if he 

did receive a $30,000 retainer from 

the Dominican Sugar Council, ac- 

cording to a report in Legal Times. 

When pressed to explain the un¬ 

deniable presence ot preteen cane 

cutters in the ABC report, Scanlon 

says, '{The adult workers] just like 

to get up in the morning and bring 

their children with them to help 

out in the fields” With the help of 

lawyer Robert Johnson, Jose del 

Carmen Ariza, the Dominican am¬ 

bassador to the U.S., concocted an 

even more preposterous denial: 

ABC made it all up! The network 

hired people to impersonate guards 

and frightened workers, the am¬ 

bassador insisted in a letter to a 

House committee. 

Scanlon and Johnson have to¬ 

gether offered a rich tapestry of ex¬ 

cuses, denials and window' dressing 

to counter the human-rights groups’ 

campaigns lor reform. Their greatest 

achievement has been to persuade 

U.S, Trade Representative Carla 

Hills to deny a petition by one such 

rights group, Americas Watch, to 

cut back the Dominican Republic's 

export trade privileges. Hills was 

apparently persuaded by Domini¬ 

can decrees that supposedly protect 

worker rights and require the depor¬ 

tation of underage Haitian work¬ 

ers. Rights groups say the decrees 
are routinely violated. Scanlon's 

response: "There's no way to please 
these guys, they're never satisfied." 

Scanlon is entirely satisfied with 

his own work, though, Tm helping 

the poor more than they are,' he says 

of his critics. "I sleep perfectly well.” The well-compensated flacks 

at Black, Manafort stand at 
the pinnacle of organizational 

apologism. Name a corrupt 
despot, and Black, Manafort 

will name the account: Ferdinand 

Marcos, $900,000 a year; the now 

deposed Somalian dictatorship, 

$450,000; the drug-linked Baha¬ 

mian government, $800,000. The 

firms involvement in the Bush and 

Reagan presidential campaigns al¬ 

lows it to promise —and sometimes 

deliver—special, executive-level re¬ 

wards to its egregious clients. The 

partners, particularly Roger Stone, 

cultivate friendly relationships 

with reporters by generously sup¬ 

plying them with leaks and political 

gossip. And the schmoozing works. 

Once, when asked why he didn't ex¬ 

pose the corruptions of the govern¬ 

ments Stone represents, a well- 

known political reporter said of 

Stone, "HeJs too good a source,” 

Sometimes Black, Manafort's 

willingness to bend US, foreign 

policy to suit its needs is so great 
chat it doesn’t mind running rough¬ 

shod over the people its client sup¬ 

posedly represents. For $600,000 a 

year since 1985, the firm has repre¬ 

sented Angola's thuggish Jonas 

Savimbi, an alleged witch burner, 
and his guerrilla group UNITA, 

helping promulgate his "freedom 
fighter" image and persuading Con¬ 

gress to approve more than $230- 

miliion in covert aid to Savimbi's 

rebel forces. The cease-fire arranged 

in Angola last year threatens to 

reduce UNITAs need for the heavy- 

duty lobbying that Black, Manafort 

has been providing* One former 

government official believes that 

the firms hawkish congressional 

lobbying for more military aid 

slowed down the process by which 

the cease-fire was achieved. "Black, 
Manafort played an important part 

in keeping the Angolan war going,” 
he says. It did so by forging a coali¬ 

tion of ultra conservative Republi¬ 

cans, anti-Castro Cuban Ameri¬ 

cans and moderate Democrats who 

wanted to appear tough on Com¬ 

munism. A conservative congres* 

$i on a! aide sympathetic to UNITA 

charges, "Clearly, Savimbi wanted 

peace negotiations for a longer 

time than Black, Manafort wanted 

negotiations.” The lobbyists, he 

speculates, made it dear to Savimbi 

that he would lose right-wing sup¬ 

port in Congress if he made too 

many concessions to Angola's Marx¬ 

ists* Another Republican staff mem¬ 

ber says of Black, Manafort, "Their 

view' is, To hell with the facts, fuck 

the world!" 

One of George Bushs very first 

foreign-policy acts was to send a let¬ 

ter when he was president-elect to 

Savimbi in which he promised con¬ 

tinued US, support for the rebels— 

this at a time when hopes for bro¬ 

kering a peace settlement were 

especially high. The letter was 

drafted by a member of UNITAs 

public-relations team, ex-Black, 

Manafort vice president Chris Leh¬ 

man, a former National Security 

Council staff member, who used his 

White House contacts to help get 

the military commitment renewed, 

In Washington, Lehman and Black, 

Manafort's triumph was more awe¬ 

inspiring than Savimbi's. As a rival 

lobbyist said in the NationalJournal, 

"How much value do you put on 

a letter like the one to Savimbi? Is 

it worth a million dollars? Of course 

it is! 

So the war lasted another two 

years and claimed a few thousand 

more lives! So what? What counts 

to a Washington lobbyist is the abil¬ 

ity to deliver a tangible victory and 

spruce up his client's image. Joseph 

Blatchford, the defender of El Sal¬ 

vador, understands this. He chuck¬ 

les derisively as he holds a press 

release from Americas Watch de* 

scribing the human-rights situation 
in El Salvador as “precarious'1 

“Precarious?” he says, “Hey, I 
don't have to worry about that. 

Either people have been killed or 

they haven't been” 1 
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frequent Laugh, Hill describes the difficult "life¬ 

style change1’ he has been going through involving 

drugs and alcohol (one producer who knows Hill 

thinks he has been at the Retry Ford Clinic). "I was 

grateful for what [the government] did/' he says. £T 

kept screwing up.*..I've been trying to be straight 

ever since 1980* when I went into the program/’ 

Hills live-in girlfriend and the mother of his 

youngest child gets on the phone. Like a number 

of people interviewed for this story, she asked that 

her name not be used, since the mob may still be 

trying to whack her boyfriend. We'll call her 

Betty, (1 lere at spy we have absolutely, positively 

no idea where Hill lives. Honest.) 

Hill met Betty six years ago. They lead a sedate 

hie, cooking, dipping coupons and moving at least 

once a year, kT think 

lies happy. 1 think he 

is. Yeah," she says. 

Not completely hap- 

py- H aving become a 

household name with 

the success of Wheguy 

and Good Fellas, Hill is 

the rare celebrity who 

can't fully enjoy his 

tame. For turn, the ago¬ 

nising push-pull of 

being both publicity- 

hungry and in seclu¬ 

sion is like living some 

modern-day Greek 

myth [see "The Publici¬ 

ty Whore in Hiding/’ 

page 68]. ’It is im¬ 

mensely hard for him,” 

says Betty, "He can't run around and tell 

everybody. And everyone else made a lot of 

money." 

Hill has been dealing writh some version of 

identity crisis since he enlisted in the witness- 

protection program. He and his family joined 

more than I 3,000 people who have received a 

government make-over to date (new identity, 

Si ,500 a month, job-placement assistance). The 

program is so popular that such cities as Atlanta, 

San Francisco and San Diego are nor available for 

relocation, because they are already hush with 

renegade wise guys. In the movie. Hill tells the 

prosecutor who brokered the deal, "I asked you 

once and I’m gonna tell you again, 1 don't want to 

go anyplace that’s cold." In real life, the Marshals 

obliged. The Hills were sent to Oklahoma, 

The couple, who were rerelocated to 

Tennessee, then Seattle, were divorced in 1989. 

Karen Hill recently sold her life story to Penthouse 

(splitting the $10,000 fee whth her lawyer, Raoul 

Felder), to whom she explained that the Hills, 

accustomed to measuring money in inches, couldn't 

get by on the measly government stipend. And 

even chough Hill had sold his life story to Simon 

& Schuster, and the book became a best-seller and 

was turned into the Oscar-nominated GoodFelias, 

he received only $96,000 of the money owed him 

from the deal, the rest having been held up by 

New York's "Son of Sam" law, which mandated 

that any profits from criminal activity go to the 

criminal's victims or their families. In response to 

a challenge by Simon 8c Schuster based on Hills 

case, the Supreme Court overturned the law in 

mid-December, saying it 

was unconstitutional. Even 

so, Hills not a rich man. 

"The lawyers told me not 

to pick out the color of my 

new Porsche yet. I won't be 

able to get one anyway, 

/__ \ once Karen [Hill] gets her 

yjt en<^ an^ t^ie lawyers 

like someone talking about 

the spoils ol a heist. 

In the meantime, Hill 

needed spending money. 

Consequently, the 

"everything is a scheme" 

philosophy articulated by 

Hill in Wiseguj continued 

to manifest itself. There 

were small, innocuous 

A CURRENT deals; after Robert De Niro spent hours on 

AFFAIR made the phone with Hill researching his 

Hill an offer he GoodFelias character, the actor told Hill to 
col I tin Ft refuse— let him know if he ever needed anything. 
an appearance on yQ j-j[n [sn7(- jLlS[ a polite form of 
national television , TT /. . . . - 
with his girlfriend sPet‘ch- called in the chit soon after, 
(and partner in and De Niro got Hill's daughter, an 
low-tech disguise), aspiring actress, a bit part in Awakenings, 

But there were more-serious scams as well. 

To make it easier for himself to talk to prosecutors 

around the country, he got the government to give 

him a credit card—a credit card to a wise gay* The 

authorities should have read Pileggi’s book. In the 

index of Wmgu)\ under "Hill, Henry/ are five 

references to stolen-credit-card rackets. True to 

form, FlilL gave the government's card to someone 

who used it to set up a drug deal in Lima, Peru, 

"The guy overheard me using the number. That’s 
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how it went down/’ 

says Hill Besides, he 

adds, I think he was 

just tailing friends 

down there." 
When Hill 

entered the witness- 

protection program, die U.5. 

Marshals gave him some simple 

advice: Don't do drugs. Practically the 

first thing Hill did was scam a 

prescription for Quaaludes. 

For a while, Hill went from city 

to city, testifying and looking for 

something decent to eat. He came to 

New York eight or nine times a year, 

ail expenses paid. People in the 

Marshals office say he often seemed drunk. He 

once walked into the Brooklyn office of the head of 

the Organized Crime Strike Force and vomited in 

THE SMITH 
BROTHERS? 
No, just Hill and 
his drug coun¬ 
selor, Jim Robin¬ 
son, with whom 
he has set up a 
toll-free antidrug 
hotline—not, for 
once, for profit. 

his trash can. 

At the grungy Strike Force offices. Hill 

discovered his storytelling abilities. He became a 

star witness, testifying in more than 2D trials 

against mobsters involved in everything from 

murder to drugs to fixing college basketball 

have been just too good to bother with in 

the first book. 

Sberna spent 12 months on the project, writing 

a proposal and coming to New York to interview 

prosecutors. There was no interest from 

publishers, and Sberna became bitter, in no small 

measure because he was dipping into his own 

pocket from time to time to help out his source. 

In all, Sberna says, he spent $10,000 on Hill 

before coming zo his senses. How much of that 

was in loans to Hill? ' I'm not telling,1 says 

Sberna. ' It's too embarrassing,1' 

Hill has substituted "No comment" for omertd, 

the Mafia s code of silence* He has no desire to 

rehash his unsuccessful collaboration with Sberna 

or his ex-wife’s story in Penthouse beyond calling 

the latter <la cheap shot,’1 And Hill makes light of 

My Blue Heaven, the not very flattering movie that 

Nick PHeggi s wife, Nora Ephron, wrote about a 

goofball mobster in the witness-protection 

program. Hill did nor get a cut. "It was fun," he 

says, "There is nothing to discuss. We're friends/' 

One morning at seven-thirty, former News- 

week writer Ron LaBrecque was awakened by the 

phone ringing in his southern California home. 

games, and providing information for more than 

50 wiretaps. 

Hill loved being a celebrity. In 19^7 he was 

busted for dealing cocaine. Confronted by police, 

Hill reportedly said, "Don't you know who I am? 

I'm Henry Hill—the wise guy/ Un fazed, they 

arrested him. As part of his cooperation deal with 

the government, however. Hill had a get-out-of¬ 

jail-free card—namely, the parr of his agreement 

thar read, Hr is understood that in the event that 

you are pros ecu red by any other law-enforcement 

authorities, this office will bring to the attention 

of the prosecuting authorities the cooperation 

which you furnished in connection with this 

agreement," The Feds sent a letter to the judge, 

who gave Hill probation, a fine and time in drug 

rehab. He was, however, kicked out of the 

witness-protection program. 

But by that time, fill! had started working on 

another angle. With the success of Wheguy\ he 

started hawking a Wiseguy sequel. Unfortunately 

for him, neither Pileggi nor Simon & Schuster was 

interested. Hill next tried his luck with a 

fledgling writer in the Midwest, Robert Sberna. 

Hill convinced Sberna, a boyfriend ol one of his 

daughters, that he still had really good stuff about 

movie stars and other celebrities with mob 

connections. Good stuff. The stuff that must 

SAfS HILL "SHFS INTER 
The author of several well-received investigative 

books, LaBrecque was startled by the voice on the 

line, the voice that did not say hello bur asked 

gruffly, "Did you see GoodFellasf LaBrecque was 

intrigued. Hill had found a new partner, 

LaBrecque is clear-sighted about his new 

collaborator and is planning to write a book that 

shows what the postmob Henry Hill is really like, 

a story he admits is not as sexy as the original. 

'The proposal is about Hill s struggle to survive, 

ro live a straight life without scammmg/ says 

LaBrecque, whose agent at Scorr Meredith is still 

shopping the project around ro publishers. In 

LaBrecque’s view, Hilt is striving to construct the 

internal gyroscope that in most people provides a 

sense of right and wrong. Pileggi, on the other 

hand, does not have much compassion for Hill s 

wrestling matches with morality, "It's better than 

being dead/1 says Pileggn The work-erhic thing 

also seems to have passed Hill right by "He 

doesn't understand the concept/' says LaBrecque. 

“Its not a part of his character. He is incapable of 

having a job." 

Fortunately, those who cannot hold dowrn a job 

can always go to Hollywood, a place where it is 

hard to tell the difference between a con and a 

pitch. Hill is a storyteller with a sense of rime and 

place, and as Pileggi has noted, he maintains a 
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Review of Reviewers 

Mailer and Beatty; Vonnegut and 

the London r/mes; Harold Brodkey 

and the Paper of Record 

It S £L flinny thing, but sometimes an author's 
more incidental writings are greater achievements than his or 
her very long, very ambitious works: No one reads Gore Vi' 
dal's novels anymore, but his rants will seemingly live forever. 
The sometimes paradoxical relationship between slightness and 

distinction naturally comes to mind when one must choose be¬ 
tween reading Vidal-nemesis Norman Mailers 381,000-word new 
book, Harlot’s Ghost f and reading his profile of Warren Beatty in Vanity 
Fair. One has to ask oneself if instead of opening Mailer’s provocative 

tells us with typical egomaniacal 

w ind bagger y, the two are well 

matched: Over a fewr nights of 

conversation, they [Beatty and 

Majler—he naturally uses the Mai- 

lenan third person] have been ex¬ 

ploring the unfamiliar condition of 

discovering an equal with whom it 

is possible that a new and agreeable 

relation can be lormed_Distrust 

of equals is, after all, one of the 

costs of celebrity" He concedes that 

the actor is more famous than he 

but also says that “if it came down 

to who respected the other's mind a 

little more, Warren might hold the 

door for Norman." The high point 

of the story is Mailer's suggestion 

that Beatty run for president. Like 

any good interlocutor, Mailer does 

not let this subject die with one 

burst of shameless obsequiousness, 

bur keeps on it steadily. Beatty de¬ 

murs and demurs, prolonging the 

process, until he finally says at the 

interview's very end (right after, as 

Mailer notes, "there is a long mo¬ 

ment in which the actor stares at 
two-pound account of the CIA and 

America and being and everyth ing- 

ness, one wouldn'^paradoxically— 

have a more profound literary expe¬ 

rience by taking I 5 minutes to read 

his article on a glamorous Holly¬ 

wood star, a bit of minor journalism 

that could well turn out to be a 

masterpiece in its own way. Its real¬ 

ly a very tough decision,.., 

In Norman Mailer s profile of 

Warren Beatty in Vanity Fair, the 

novelist and the actor beautifully 

please and complement each other: 

The he-man of letters gees to buddy 

up to a priapic movie icon; the pret¬ 

ty boy is massively flattered by a 

New York intellectual. (By the way, 

wras there an important New York 

culture editor whom Warren did not 

take to dinner last fall?) More than 

this. Mailer and Beatty experience 

the incredible satisfaction that only 

mutually great publicity can bring, 

for, of course, Harlot's Ghost was in 

bookstores and Bugsy near release 

when the conversation was pub¬ 

lished; the interview is sort of a cul¬ 

tural Beauty-and-the-Beasc story 

brokered by press agents. As Mailer 
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THE FUNNY TIMES 
A great monthly collection of America's best 

car coons, comics and funny stories. Humor, 

policies and fun from Dave Barry, Tom Toles, 

Sylvia, Ltje in Field Lynda Barry+ Bizarre, 

Quigmans and many others. Sample, $2; 12 

issues, $17.50. 

A A 

Li Si DO Icls been labeled everything from "a journal 

for highbrows who still have animal urges" to a 

"Jow-zom, high-style hrcraiy magazine that peaks 

beneath our Freudian slips.” Playboy' calk it "our fa¬ 

vorite source of contemporary erotics. ..a turn-on for 

both men and women, or at feast English majors of 

both sexes ' .Its published, why know w-fierv id a at. 

call Libido a literary answer to the horizontal urge. 

Sample, $?■ subscription, $26. Eighty pages, 

Manhattan Comte News, Mew York city's 

only cartoon newspaper, covers current events 

from i he jierspeerivt of the world s most talent¬ 

ed editorial caflttSfUSW- Discover the unique wit 

and wisdom of both undiscovered and syndicat¬ 

ed cartoonists from around the globe. Ease those 

headline blues.,,read Manhattan Comic News. 

Sample, S1 -50“ one-year subscription, $15. 

Paraliminal Tapes free catalog 

Eighteen unique ParalimiinaJ Tapes surpass other 

personal-achievement rapes in power and effective¬ 

ness utihout questionable "Subliminal'' messages, 

Using stereophonic, whole-brain and NFL tech¬ 

nology, they am the most sophisticated tape avail¬ 

able today. Paraliminal Tapes art fully guaranteed 

with telephone assistance LEARNING STRATEGIES 

COfliPORATiON, <800)735-TAPE, Free. 

fa 

Take a trip with ARCHIE McPHEE AND 

Company Even a rubber lizard may change 

your life"—Seattle Times. Our fantastic, unusu¬ 

al catalog is jammed with curiosities such as- 

glowing rubber cockroaches, squirt cameras, 

globe paperweights, 3-D Wink Specs, rubber 

chickens and potato guns! Cali (206) 7fi2- 

2344 for a BIG, FREE catalog. 

1992 marks XANDRIA's eighteenth year. Our 

Jd-page catalog features an exclusive col Section 

of personal vibrators, water-based lubricants, 

sensually oriented videos and tapes dedicated to 

communication and sensual well-being. Our 

money-back guarantee: confidentiality, quality, 

10095; satisfaction. $4 (applied toward first 

order). Must be at least 21 years old,. 

"Why 1 Leaked the Anita I lit L Transcript,” by 

an anonymous Senate staffer, is featured in Paul 

Krassner’s unique newsletter. Plus stand up 

comics and the Clarence Thomas hearings, 

Harry Shearer on transsexual harassment, and 

the story behind Murphy Brown’s baby. This 

issue tree it you subscribe Also avaliable: The 

t Almost) Unpublished Lenny Bma anthology. 

Sample Copy, $2; subscription, S23i The lAl¬ 

most) Unpublished lawny Brim, $H). 
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Slum-Mam 
OrieeFon 

Circle the items you wish to receive, (ill out this 

: formT and send it, along with a check payable to 

spy, to spy SHOP-O-MATIC, P.O, Box 5007, 

! Pittsfield, MA 01203-5007. 

j Total cost of items ordered: $_ 

| Plus $ 1 handling fee: $ 100 

! Total enclosed: $_ 
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Edward R. Hamilton, Rook seller FREE 

Mmk—Sample copy $2.95 

Mmtk—Subscription $10.00 

Nose—Sample copy $3.00 
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Th< Quayk Quarterly —Sample copy $3,95 

The Quayfe Quarterly —Subscription $14.95 

Opium Sample copy $5.00 

Option—Subscription $15.95 

V The Onion—Sample copy $1.50 

n The Onion—Subscription $32.00 

tt Funny Times—Sample copy $2.00 

13 Funny Thues—Subscription $17.50 

K Learning Strategies Corporal ion FREE 

15 Xandna Catalog $4,00 

1 Sample copy $7.00 
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Just say "Please 
One Doctor Helps You Feel Good the 

Easy Way—All You Have to Do Is Ask 

They don’t make Dr. Feelgoods like they used 

to. In the 1960s and 70s, you could find expensive physi¬ 

cians in fancy Manhattan offices who would happily inject 
you with huge doses of speed and other pleasure-inducing drugs 
just for the fun of it. They were very popular with society swells, 
rock musicians, spoiled rich kids and so on. Unfortunately, the 
authorities eventually put these doctors out of business. 

Right now there is a doctor in Manhattan, Dr. Joseph Greenberg, an 
endocrinologist, who will give you stimulants without any conventional 

medical justification, but he works 

out of a pretty seedy building next 

door to the Hard Rock Cafe. Careful 

to stay just on the right side of the 

law, he doesn’t prescribe schedule-II 

controlled substances (drugs that 

carry more severe penalties for ille¬ 

gal use, like amphetamine); he only 

prescribes less addictive, scheduie- 

IV controlled substances. If in some 

ways Dr. Greenberg is a disappoint¬ 

ment when compared with his pre¬ 

decessors, he does share one thing 

with them—an impressive client 

list. Have you ever wondered why 

Donald Trump has acted so errati¬ 

cally at times, full of manic energy, 

paranoid, garrulous? Well, he was a 

patient of Dr. Greenberg's from 

1982 to 1985. His brother Robert 

was a patient from 1983 to 1985, 
Things (society doctors, drug use, 

the Trumps) aren't what they used 

to be, but when it comes to feeding 

stimulants to rich people, Dr. 

Greenberg does the best he can. 

Dr, Greenberg diagnosed both of 

the Trump brothers as suffering 

from a "‘metabolic imbalance/' In¬ 

terestingly enough, a perfectly 

healthy reporter for this magazine 

who saw Dr. Greenberg was told 

that she also had a metabolic imbal¬ 

ance. Dr, Xavier Pi-Sunyer, the di¬ 

rector of Endocrinology, Diabetics 

and Nutrition at St. Luke’s/Roo¬ 

sevelt Hospital, told spy that 

"metabolic imbalance is really a 

meaningless diagnosis/1 We wanted 

to know how, exactly, one cared for 

patients with this malady, and so we 

sent our Airnee Bell on a number of 

visits to Dr. Greenberg. He treated 

her by prescribing lots of drugs, re¬ 

gardless of their possible side ef¬ 

fects, writing absurdities on her 

chart and charging lots of money. 

When Bell called Dr. Green¬ 

berg s office for an appointment, 

among the first questions asked of 

her was, 1 Who referred you?" Bell 

gave the name of a journalist who 

had told SPY that years ago he'd seen 

Dr. Greenberg. This was very im¬ 

portant; the reference would be en¬ 

tered alongside Bell s name on her 

file. The receptionist went on to ask 

Bell’s address, age and other partic¬ 

ulars, to make some appointments 

and to tell her to bring a check for 

$500 at the time of the first visit. 

One question she didn't ask was 

why Bell wanted to see the doctor— 

nothing at all about aches or pains 

or problems or symptoms. 

Dr, Greenberg's office is on the 

second floor of 225 West 57th 

Street, next to a printing company. 

Antlers and deer heads are on the 

waiting-room walls, and che legs of 

one table seem to be made of antlers 

or tusks'—perfect for a clientele of 

thin, attractive professional women 

about 35—55 years old. On Bell s 

first visit a nurse explained that the 

$500 covered the first three visits; 

subsequent visits w'ould be $150 

apiece. Bell was taken into a small 

examining room by a technician 

who weighed her, drew blood and 

asked if she was on any medication. 

Bell took an iodine pill, and the fol¬ 

lowing day the technician gave her a 

thyroid scan. No one asked her why 

she was there. 

Two days later Bell finally met 

Dr. Greenberg. He was short and 

round, bald and in his sixties. After 

a general review of Bell s health 

during which Bell, who is of medi¬ 

um height and slender, never said 

anything about her weight, Green¬ 

berg asked her, "Now, this weight, 

would you guess that it's the heavi¬ 

est you’ve been? " Bell replied, 

'"Well, T wouldn't mind being a lit¬ 

tle lighter,../’ Dr. Greenberg then 

launched into a long prepared 

speech about fat, the improper dis¬ 

tribution of fat, fat conversion and 

so on. Bell was taken into a small 

room off of Dr. Greenberg s private 

office. After a long wait the doctor 

came in and, wdth no word of ex¬ 

planation, wiped Bell s underarms 

with a tissue, then put it in the 

pocket of his lab coat. He instruct¬ 

ed her to lie down and examined 

her stomach. That was it. Back in 

his office, he handed her fout pre¬ 

scriptions and a sheet of paper with 

a low-fat meat-and-vegetable diet 

typed on it. He told her she should 

not do any exercise. When Bell 

asked him whether he bad killed 

any of the trophy animals on dis¬ 

play, he replied, "No, I just collect 

them." 

Bell left Greenberg's office with 

the prescriptions and with instruc¬ 

tions to return in two weeks. Dr. 
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Like the perfect gown or a well-tailored suit, 
a Club Med vacation has to fit. 

At Club Med. vacations come in different sizes and styles. 

Some cater to couples, others to singles. Some offer families a 

week of kids* activities so parents can enjoy a week of their 

own. There are vacations that focus on water sports. Others 

on tennis and horseback riding. Some for exploring the oceans 

via intensive scuba progiEims. Another that lets you cruise the 

Club Med will give you precisely the vacation you’re looking 

for? Fortunately, the answer is as simple as asking your travel 

agent, or calling 1-BOO-CLUB-MED* No squeezing big 

vacation plans into a one-size-hts-all package. No altering 

your schedule to suit someone elses itinerary* As long as you 

have a vacation in inind, Club Med has a vacation youll long 

Caribbean aboard the worlds largest sailing ship, Club Med remember. Somehow, it seems fitting 

the Club Med I, The question * of course, is which The antidote for civilization. This year, take home a Club Med vacation* 

*hi! 
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